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1. Introduction
This report constitutes the second deliverable
prepared under the framework contract
SRSS/SC2019/036 (Lot 1) – “Strengthening NHS
reform by empowering health professionals in
Portugal”. The aim of this report is to present the
results of the tasks conducted to assess the
methodological, statistical and practical robustness
of the Complexity Index (CI), a new model of
weighting family doctors’ panels proposed by the
Central Administration of the Health System (ACSS).
While it is unquestionable that efforts throughout
recent years have brought about dramatic and
positive change to the Portuguese Primary
Healthcare (PHC), there is still a lot to be done to
achieve the full potential of the primary healthcare
reform in Portugal.
The reform’s goal of having a patient focused care
should be translated into an increased level of citizen
satisfaction, achieved mainly through organizational
change within health units. Nevertheless,
asymmetries persist in satisfactory levels between
Portuguese regions, with patient waiting lists still
long and health professionals facing high workloads.
The CI arises as an instrument to potentially support
authorities in addressing the urgent need to improve
clinical governance and the planning of patient
workload for Family Doctors (FD). The outcomes of
such intervention would contribute to capacity
building, higher quality of healthcare and increased
patient satisfaction.

The CI considers four dimensions to estimate the FD
workload generated by each patient enrolled in the
PHC system. It has been developed since 2018,
subject to many tests and adjustments, and having
been discussed in several and diverse forums with a
wide range of stakeholders. It is currently in finetuning stage.
Under the aforementioned framework contract, EY
has been requested to support a thorough exercise
of theoretical and statistical robustness assessment
of the CI. This process has been conducted
throughout 8 months, and the respective results are
described in this report.
The methodological approach adopted is summarized
in Chapter 2. The assessment of the CI methodology
is presented in Chapter 3. This chapter starts with an
overview of relevant literature, followed by a
comprehensive analysis of national stakeholders’
consultation and international benchmark results.
The next sub-chapter reviews the results of the
statistical assessment and the final sub-chapter
presents the key findings and recommendations
related to both theoretical and statistical assessment
of the CI. Chapter 4 presents the assumptions,
results, findings and recommendations from the CI
deployment simulation exercise and it is followed by
the final chapter (Chapter 5) of overall conclusions
and recommendations targeting the CI model
improvement and future implementation in the
National Health System in Portugal.
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2. Methodological approach
The methodological approach designed to conduct
the CI assessment embodies the principles of
comprehensiveness and flexibility. Both qualitative
and quantitative instruments were used to gather,
analyze and present information.
Desk research and literature review were conducted
prior, during and after the consultation stage. The
key topics researched concerned the concept of
patient complexity, patient-centered care, FD
workload estimation and panel size weighting.
The national stakeholder’s consultation stage
included interviews and a focus group. The
interviews followed a semi-structured format,
focusing on assessing the dimensions and variables
of the CI but also being open enough to discuss
specific topics that concerned the interviewees,
mainly stakeholders from regional administrations,
unions and associations. Insights on different topics
were obtained from these interviews. The general
script used in individual interviews is presented in
Annex 1.
To complement the information gathered via
interviews, a focus group was held with a different
group of regional stakeholders. The script of the
focus group is presented in Annex 2.
An international benchmark aimed at identifying
relevant and/or similar indexes and obtaining
insights from experts was also conducted. This
benchmark involved both an extensive review of
patient grouping systems and interviews with
international experts. The general script used in
these interviews is presented in Annex 3, whereas
the summary table of grouping systems analyzed is
presented in Annex 5.

In order to support the testing and fine-tuning of
the current CI, the methodological assumptions of
the current model, the appropriateness of the
selected methodological approach/ variables and
the robustness and scope of the dataset currently in
use were analyzed. This has involved the analysis of
the methodological approach and variables selected
based on the (i) analysis of their theoretical and
empirical statistical properties, and the (ii)
benchmark with similar methodologies developed in
other EU countries. In addition, it was analyzed the
statistical robustness of the estimation method of
the CI, by assessing eventual consistency or
collinearity problems on the proposed weighting
mechanism arising from data problems. This
entailed traditional statistical analysis of the models
built in order to assess the statistical properties of
the results. In particular, the following tests have
been applied: specification / omitted variables tests;
multicollinearity tests; homoscedasticity tests; and
residual normality tests.
Taking advantage of the results of previous tasks,
some alternative specifications for the CI were
tested, considering the introduction of additional
variables and dimensions into the multivariate
approach used to test the current specification.
These alternative specifications were compared to
the current specification using traditional model
assessment methodologies.

Figure 1. Methodological tools and outcomes
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3. Assessment of Complexity Index methodology
3.1.

Overview of the CI

Figure 2. Complexity Index dimensions & variables

Both quantity and quality of services provided
within primary healthcare are influenced by a set of
factors, including the healthcare network (e.g. team
of professionals available, infrastructure), and
patients’ characteristics in dimensions such as
demographics, physiological, social and economic.
The CI has been developed by ACSS via an
algorithm that attributes a weight to each patient
enrolled in the PHC system. It translates into a
numeric value which is directly proportioned to the
patient’s complexity, measured through
demographic, economic, morbidity and
organizational variables.
The objective of the CI is to develop a national
score, calculated for each individual, capable of
predicting accurately, through a transparent
methodology adjusted to the reality of the
Portuguese NHS, the volume of activities expected
for PHC units over the following year based on the
population they serve. As the CI variables are
available automatically, the CI calculation can be
updated on a monthly basis.
The CI has predictive capacity over the FD workload
for the following year generated by each FD panel.
Panels of equal complexity may have different
sizes, and in the same way panels with equal size
may have different complexity. The CI’s ultimate
goal is to promote equity among patients and
professionals through comparable panel sizes based
on expected workload.
The CI considers 21 variables across 4 dimensions
(see Fig. 2) to characterize each patient enrolled in
PHC and calculate the corresponding level of
complexity. These variables have been selected
based on statistical significance (i.e., ability to
improve the CI’s predictive capacity over FD
workload).
The process of calculating the CI follows four steps:
• Identify the weight of each of the 21 variables;
• Determine individual characteristics for each
patient;
• Apply organizational variables (population
density, being registered with an FD and
nationality);
• Adjust individual value to national population so
that the sum of all individual CI corresponds to
the total of individuals enrolled in the PHC
system.
A detailed explanation of the CI is provided on
Annex 4.
1

3.2.

Review of theoretical
background

Both quantity and quality of services provided
within primary healthcare are influenced by a set of
factors, including the healthcare network (e.g. team
of professionals available, infrastructure), and
patients’ characteristics in dimensions such as
demographics, physiological, social and economic.
The latter are oftentimes aggregated under the socalled “patient complexity” concept.

3.2.1. Patient complexity
Complexity is a versatile concept that in spite of
being widely used in clinical practice remains largely
undefined at conceptual level. The term has been
mostly approached in relation to the multiplicity of
interacting medical conditions diagnosed and/or
difficulties observed in patient-physician relations.
Other sources of complexity, such as
socioeconomic, cultural, behavioral and
environmental aspects, have been less explored. In
fact, there is no wide consensus on how these
interact and make a patient more or less complex,
yet it has been acknowledged that defining patient
complexity as morbidity alone is inadequate.1

Webster et al., 2019.
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Although there are multiple methodologies to
identify patients with added healthcare needs, no
definition of patient complexity has been broadly
accepted. Most measures of complexity focus on the
number of conditions, medications or previous
healthcare costs and utilization. Oftentimes the
results of these measures are not aligned with
physicians’ perception of complex patients, which
integrate social, economic and behavioral aspects in
addition to patient’s physiological status.
In fact, care providers tend to consider patients
challenging due to socioeconomic aspects more so
than medical conditions alone. Social issues, poverty,
trauma and mental disorders are challenging for
healthcare providers as on the one hand the
intervention needed exceeds their scope of medical
expertise and on the other hand these issues may
hinder the treatment of potentially straightforward
medical problems.
For the purpose of this study, complexity should be
perceived as the set of interconnected and diverse
patient needs that interfere with healthcare provision
and decision-making, affecting the health system’s
ability to effectively address the patient’s health
needs. These interferences can be related to health
(e.g. symptom severity, diagnostic uncertainty,
impairments), but also to social, economic,
behavioral and relational dimensions. Overall, a
complex patient is one for whom clinical care
processes and decision-making are not standard.
Historically, the introduction of the Cumulative
Illness Rating Scale in 1968 marks the first time
multiple illnesses were deemed to require particular
attention, with terms such as “comorbidity” (1970,
in the context of American general medicine,
referring to medical conditions additional to an
“index disease”)2 and “multimorbidity” (1976,
German general medicine literature, referring to
multiple diseases of equal weight and interaction)3
emerging afterwards.
In the early 80s, influenced by systems theory, the
understanding of complexity as a set of non-linearly
interconnected systems is applied to health, resulting
in a broader understanding of health beyond the
biomedical sphere and in the proliferation of terms
including “polypathology” (early 1980s in French
and German medical literature on primary care,
relating to interacting conditions related to one
another), “dual-diagnosis” (1984, related to the
existence of two psychiatric diagnoses)4 and
“multiple chronic conditions” (2007, American
internal medicine, revisiting multimorbidity and
incorporating other non-medical systemic factors)5.
2

Feinstein, 1970; Valderas et al., 2009.
Van den Akker et al., 1996.
4
Drake & Wallach, 1989.
5
Vogeli et al., 2007; Weiss, 2007; Werner et al., 2007.
6
Schaink et al., 2012.
7
Peek et al., 2009.
8
Safford et al., 2007.
3
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In the mid-90s, literature on social determinants of
health integrated more fully other dimensions
besides physiology into health discussions, making
way for the emergence of the patient complexity
concept. Social determinants of health brought forth
how social, economic, political and environmental
conditions in which individuals live have implications
on health outcomes and, particularly, inequalities.
Since then, many authors have approached and
explored the dimensions that ought to be considered
to assess patient complexity.
Schaink et. al6 has identified three dimensions of
patient complexity: multimorbidity (multiple
diagnosis, multiple prescriptions, loss of physical
function, limited application of clinical guidelines),
resource utilization (heavy utilization of healthcare
resources, self-management challenges, poor quality
of life) and psychosocial (poor mental health, low
socioeconomic status, poor social support,
challenging relations, age and sex).
Peek et. al7 introduces five domains to assess patient
complexity: illness (diagnostic uncertainty, symptom
severity and functional impairment), readiness
(distress and treatment engagement), social (social
network and home safety), health system
(organization of care and patient-physician
relationships) and resource for care (degree of
shared language and insurance adequacy).
Safford et. al8 propose a set of vectors:
socioeconomics (lack of insurance – affordability, lack
of transportation - accessibility, low educational
attainment - navigation), culture (race/ ethnicity –
insensitive care, language – communication,
communication – distrust), biology/ genetics
(comorbidity, genetic variability, cognitive
impairment), environment (pollution, neighborhood
violence) and medical system.
The concept of patient complexity has contributed to
advances in three important aspects of healthcare.
Firstly, it raises awareness to the fact that if
complexity, involving all determinants of patients’
health, is not adequately recognized and addressed,
it becomes a barrier to congruence between patient
and provider, hampering the adequate provision of
healthcare.
Secondly, the concept of complexity acknowledges
that morbidity alone does not explain the workload
generated by different patients nor their care needs,
thus supporting a shift on the focus of care from
disease to the patient.

Complexity Index Report

Last but not least, the concept of patient
complexity implicitly acknowledges that different
patients with different spectrums of complexity
generate different demand for care and thus
different workloads for healthcare professionals.

3.2.2. Patient-centered care
Complexity assessment can be a powerful driver of
change towards patient-centered care. When
considering a wider concept of complexity, one that
comprehends not only comorbidity but other
dimensions of the individual that interfere with
standard care, the assessment points out
limitations of disease-centered approaches and
contributes to the redesign of care management.
In spite of the recognition of growing
multimorbidity, healthcare training, systems and
research continue to be organized by conditions.
Disease-centered approaches, focused on
diagnosing and treating acute illness in a rather
isolated perspective, have been linked to increased
prescriptions, shorter consultation times,
inadequate patient records and poorer standards of
care.
Differently, patient-centered care, focusing on a
holistic approach to care that considers different
dimensions of the individual besides medical
condition, has been linked to improved patient
satisfaction and health outcomes, improved
resource allocation and lower healthcare costs.
Sets of principles have been proposed to guide
patient-centered care. These usually include broad
aspects such as access to care, respect for patients’
preferences, concern for patient’s comfort and
emotional support, promotion of information and
education on health and also coordination,
integration and continuity of care. Different
indicators of quality and patient-centered care have
also been suggested, including accessibility,
continuity and comprehensiveness of care, patient
satisfaction, chronic disease management,
preventive care and health outcomes.
Patient complexity is inherently interconnected with
patient-centered approaches, which take on a
holistic perspective to improve health outcomes. An
ageing population with multiple chronic conditions
further exacerbates the need for a shift on
healthcare from the treatment of acute illness to
continuous integrated care of individuals. In
primary healthcare, embracing a patient-centered
approach involves engaging with patients in
different ways, often through support networks. FD
have a key role on the coordination of the team of
specialists and caregivers to ensure efficient and
positive health outcomes.

3.2.3. FD workload estimation based on
patient complexity
In Portugal, the current FD panel size weighting
model is based solely on age structure, attributing
higher weights to children and elder patients. The
underlying assumption is that this is the key
variable to estimate the workload generated by
each patient to FD. Nevertheless, studies and
literature suggest other variables that may also be
relevant to explain and forecast FD workload, many
of which are intertwined with aspects deemed
relevant to assess patient complexity.
There is a wide consensus that the number of
patients in a panel is not an accurate marker of
workload. Resources and efforts required to care
for young healthy patients are necessarily different
from those required to care for elder patients with
multimorbidity and challenging socioeconomic
conditions. As mentioned before, different patients
with different levels of complexity generate
different demand for care and thus different
workloads for healthcare professionals.
Patients’ age and gender alone have also been
considered insufficient to capture resource
consumption and predict workload variability in
primary care. As such, patient complexity
dimensions are a good starting point to identify
variables that affect FD workload.
Morbidity is one of the main dimensions discussed
in the assessment of patient complexity. Chronic
pain, asthma, atrial fibrillation, lymphoma,
nonmetastatic and metastatic cancer, chronic heart
failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
hepatitis B, cirrhosis, severe constipation,
dementia, anxiety, depression, severe mental
illness, diabetes, epilepsy, hypertension,
hypothyroidism, inflammatory bowel disease,
irritable bowel syndrome, multiple sclerosis,
myocardial infarction, Parkinson disease, peptic
ulcer disease, peripheral vascular disease, psoriasis,
rheumatoid arthritis, schizophrenia, chronic kidney
disease and stroke or transient ischemic attack are
amongst the conditions suggested as relevant to
estimate patient complexity. The number of
different types of physician seen, number of days
spent in hospital, number of emergency department
visits may also be relevant.
Concerning the patient’s socioeconomic and
cultural background, multiple variables have been
brought forward: language and health literacy
barriers, deprivation, homelessness, substance
abuse, residence in long-term care and other
vulnerabilities, culture, socioeconomic status,
educational attainment, geographic location and
socioeconomic condition of the residence area.
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It is important to note that variables may contribute
to complexity differently depending on the patient’s
age group. For instance, a study noted that while
mental health and substance abuse were major
drivers in younger complex patients, medical
decision-making and coordination predominated in
older patients.
In addition to dimensions related to patient
complexity, FD workload is also affected by specific
FD individual characteristics and by the overall
healthcare network in which FD are integrated.
Variables related to the physician, such as panel
maturity (e.g. how long the physician has been
seeing patients), physician maturity (efficiency in
office), clinic maturity (efficiency in patient flow and
management) and physician’s consultation style,
although not necessarily having direct relation with
patient complexity, do interfere with FD workload.
Concerning the healthcare network, parameters to
assess the overall context of health units may
include number of elderly, number of children,
number of foreigners, number of pregnancies,
literacy rates, geographic dispersion, absence
rates, number of subsidiary units, panel size,
patient-professionals ratios, support staff,
infrastructure and IT system failures.
Overall, it is important to assess both composition
and utilization pattern of patient population to
estimate the workload generated by patients. At the
same time, physician and clinic features may also
interfere with FD workload.

3.2.4. Panel sizing
Panel sizing concerns the distribution of patient
workload across healthcare professionals. Panel
sizing can thus be understood as the balance
between demand for healthcare services from
patients and supply of healthcare services from
healthcare professionals.
Adequate panel sizing is key to support the delivery
of universally accessible, high-quality care,
promoting both patient satisfaction and better
management and estimation of workload for
professionals. Nevertheless, there is no ideal panel
size fitting all professionals under all circumstances,
as the panel size and consequently the workload
each professional can take depends on a set of
variables, as discussed earlier in this chapter.
In Portugal, an ageing population with increased
multimorbidity (linked to higher resource
consumption and utilization and decreased quality
of life) has been accompanied by an increase in
standard FD panel size from 1.550 patients
(corresponding to 1.917 units weighted by age), as
per Decree Law 298/07, to 1.900 patients
(corresponding to 2.358 units weighted by age), as
per Decree Law 266-D/2012. This has raised
concerns from many institutions and associations
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on FD excessive workload and its consequences,
both in terms of patient care quality and FD
physical, mental and emotional health.
There is a wide variety of literature on the topic of
panel sizing, particularly focused on private primary
care and how to balance supply (time of clinicians)
and demand (patient visits) while maximizing
efficiency and effectiveness. Although some
concrete figures are indeed proposed in literature
as a standard panel size, these range from 1.000 to
2.500 patients, and most of them lack research
evidence and are based on controversial
assumptions. In addition, in spite of the many
reviews on how to create weighted panels, there
are limited studies on panel size restructuring
processes and respective impacts.
In theory, adequate panel size leaves more time for
coordination of care, improved communication,
monitoring and evaluation of patient outcomes. It
also enables the care team to provide all
preventive, acute and chronic care to patients in
the most efficient and effective manner. However,
studies on panel size increase effects have had
mixed results.
While some studies highlight negative outcomes
such as decreased cancer screening and lower
continuity rates, others claim that no consistent
relationship between panel size and chronic disease
management or access was found. Such findings
reinforce the idea that there is not an ideal panel
size for every professional physician. Taking on
larger panels may be able to do so without
compromising quality or access to care due to
personal or practice characteristics, for instance
communication style and organizational climate.
It has been suggested that panel size capacity may
be expanded through practices that improve
efficiency, such as the use of care teams or panel
managers and the delegation of tasks to other
clinicians and healthcare professionals integrated in
a multidisciplinary clinical team. The use of
multidisciplinary teams may also enable a wider
scope of coordinated care services.
To monitor the performance of the panel, several
indicators can be used, such as the percentage of
patients who visit doctors other than their FD,
percentage of patients unassigned to a panel,
number of overbooked appointments, average time
between a request for appointment and the
effective appointment, burnout scores and time
spent after-hours with administrative work. Patient
and staff satisfaction can also be assessed with
surveys. Monitoring should be regular to detect
early signs of misadjusted workload.
Overall, panel sizing is a continuous exercise to
balance demand and supply of healthcare, both
factors being extremely volatile and dependent on
several variables.
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Although it may be a challenging task, adequate
panel is essential for high quality primary
healthcare. It is also important to understand that
panel sizing optimization is not a goal in itself, but
rather a way to achieve better outcomes for both
patients and healthcare professionals.

3.3.

Findings from national
stakeholders’ consultation

3.3.2. CI variables and methodology
While some entities argue that the CI should not
include variables linked to physicians, focusing only
on variables concerning the patient, others argue
that the CI should consider the context in with
healthcare is being provided. In this perspective,
context includes two dimensions:

•

Organizational structure and network of
healthcare professionals - scope of intervention,
professional’s ratios, patient-professional’s
ratios, existence of teams to which workload can
be transferred (e.g. continuous care units), type
of healthcare unit and incentives under each
structure (e.g. USF model B with compensation
incentives to increased workloads);

•

Regional specificities - geodemographic,
socioeconomic (purchasing power, average
income, unemployment rate), regions’ specific
cultural and environmental features that
generate asymmetries (e.g. in Alentejo the
geographical dispersion of population generates
additional challenges to professionals).

National stakeholders’ consultation took place
between November 2019 and February 2020 and
occurred via individual interviews and one focus
group.
Eight entities were interviewed: Regional Health
Administration (ARS) Lisboa Vale do Tejo; ARS
Norte; ARS Alentejo; ARS Centro; Independent
Union of Physicians (SIM); Portuguese Family
Medicine Association (APMGF); Union of Portuguese
Nurses (SEP); National Federation of Physicians /
Medical Union of Centre Region (FNAM/SMZC).
The focus group held on February 21st at ACSS
premises had nine participants: Central
Administration of the Health System (ACSS); Group
of Health Centres (ACES) Porto Oriental; ACES
Póvoa do Varzim; ACES Baixo Mondego; ACES
Alentejo Litoral; ACES Alto Minho; ACES Algarve
Sotavento; Family Health Unit (USF) Horizonte and
Local Health Unit (ULS) Matosinhos; ARS Lisbon.
The scripts of both individual interviews and the
focus group can be found in Annexes 1 and 2,
respectively. The findings of the consultation are
presented below, aggregated under five key topics.

3.3.1. Current context
All consulted entities agree that the current method
to weighing FD panels, relying exclusively on
patient’s age, should be revisited. When this metric
was developed, there was less data available and
the work conducted to identify variables with
predictive capacity only identified age as relevant.
In general, entities agree that patient complexity
may be a pertinent metric to estimate FD workload,
especially with so much data available that enables
the development of such assessment.
Preliminary CI results that were provided to the
focus group participants also seem in line with their
perceptions on current list sizes regarding their
regional family health units.
It was also mentioned that the current workload of
FD includes a heavy bureaucratic component
(e.g. process and risk management).

Questions have been raised about the variables’
predictive capacity already considered in the CI and
others and potential duplication of effects (e.g.
chronic diseases that tend to be related to age).
Statistical results will thus be critical to validate the
inclusion / exclusion of variables in the CI.
Overall, it was agreed that the CI should not have
too many variables so as to become another
administrative burden of challenging update.
Variables that are subjective or easily manipulated
should also be avoided.
Throughout interviews a list of variables was
discussed with interviewees. The key results of this
exercise are presented below, under each of the
four dimensions considered in the CI:

•

Geodemographic dimension - All consultation
participants agree that age and gender should
be included in the CI.

•

Epidemiological dimension - Concerning the
variables already included in the CI under this
dimension, most participants agree that they
are relevant either by experience or by
statistical evidence. However, it was mentioned
that HIV, substance abuse and neoplasia are
treated in hospitals or specialized centres, and
as such they tend to not generate high
workloads for FD. Other conditions such as
obesity, chronic pain, neurodegenerative
diseases / dementia or congestive heart failure
may also be tested to assess their predictive
capacity. Time since last neoplasia and multiple
prescriptions may also be relevant indicators to
be tested upon data availability.
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•

•

Socioeconomic dimension - While most
participants agree that economic deprivation is
relevant, other variables were brought up as
potentially relevant such as income, employment
status, educational attainment, integration in
social network, health insurance, health literacy,
distance to nearest hospital and household
socioeconomic status and size. These variables
may be tested, upon data availability.

Overall, there must be solid evidence that the CI
works, i.e., accurately reflects what is a complex
patient.

Organizational dimension - While nationality,
population density and FD enrolment were
generally deemed relevant, it has been suggested
that language and cultural proximity may
substitute or complement the information
collected through nationality.

Participants also noted that given the strong team
relations in family health units, questions may be
raised concerning the fact that the CI only focuses on
FD workload. To avoid frictions, the CI
implementation should promote active dialogue on
the topic of workload in PHC and how it should be
estimated for the entire care team.

3.3.3. CI limitations
It has been mentioned that the CI methodology is
more suitable for a clinical governance tool, enabling
the characterization of the complexity associated
with a certain population, rather than for a panel
sizing / workload distribution tool.
In fact, panel sizing results from the combination of
patient complexity with context complexity. Given
that the latter is not currently considered in the CI
formulation, the CI should only be used to adjust FD
panel size if complemented by other means that
adequately reflect context complexity (for instance a
territory attractiveness index applicable across
multiple sectors of activity).
One of the most significant limitations raised in
relation to the CI is the fact that it is based on historic
records to estimate future workload without any
consideration for the workload that should be
effectively generated by patients with a given degree
of complexity. In this sense, the model lacks a
preventive component.
Another concern raised is the need to improve
information systems and promote standardized
practices for clinical records. Standardized records
are critical to ensure that the CI results are accurate
and not distorted by the omission of data. For
instance, if medical recording practices are not
standardized and there are regions with highcomplexity patients that have low standards for
medical recording (meaning that patients would tend
to be classified as less complex than they are indeed
due to the lack of information on their medical
records), the CI results might falsely indicate that this
is an area of low FD workload.

3.3.4. CI implementation
Consultation participants agree that the CI should be
simple, robust and transparent. If professionals
clearly understand the CI methodology, results and
benefits they will be more likely to accept it and take
ownership for its use.
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The results of the CI should be clearly better than
what currently exists, i.e., better than panel
adjustment based only on age or patient headcount
distribution. A pilot study, with tests in particularly
challenging regions, may be important to confirm the
CI’s predictive capacity.

It was also raised that in parallel with the CI
implementation, initiatives to improve medical
recording practices and mitigate data manipulation
risks should also be promoted (e.g. internal audits to
patient records with impact on performance
evaluation).
Moreover, in case the CI is indeed used to adjust FD
panels at either regional or national level, discussions
around continuity of care should be made to decide
on how to operationalize the effective transfer of
patients between FD.
Lastly, it was also argued that the discussion of the
CI results should be made within a broader discussion
of health outcomes and performance indicators.

3.3.5. CI future developments
Many participants indicated that since the CI is only
calculated for FD, which are integrated in a broader
healthcare team, a future development may be
having it calculated for the healthcare teams and/or
health units. It is likely that such development would
require a further assessment of other variables that
may impact the workload of nurses and other
healthcare professionals, at least: physiotherapists,
psychologists, nutritionists, social workers, dentists
and oral hygienists. In this way it may be a relevant
tool to allocate patients and resources across care
teams rather than to the FD only.
Another potentially relevant development for the CI
may be adapting it to estimate not only workload but
also healthcare costs and understand if the most
complex patients are indeed the ones with the
heaviest consumption of health resources.
Moreover, in the future the CI should also allow
measuring the prescription of health promotion
activities in PHC, namely: the promotion of regular
physical activity, healthy eating, the reduction of
tobacco smoke and alcohol consumption, as well as
measuring and monitoring their health outcomes,
their impact on the well-being of citizens and the
cost-effectiveness of healthcare in PHC.
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3.4.

International benchmark

The international benchmark aimed at identifying
tools that could be comparable to the CI used in
other countries and understanding their purpose,
methodology and implementation processes. This
exercise also aimed at obtaining perspectives on the
topics of complexity measurement, FD workload
and PHC empanelment.
To do so, an extensive review of patient grouping
systems was performed and complemented with
semi-structured interviews with experts (see Annex
3 for interview script). The results from both steps
are presented below.
Seven experts from five countries (Netherlands,
United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Canada) were
contacted via email between February and June
2020, with reminders being sent to non-responsive
experts. We were able to successfully contact 4
experts and conduct two interviews in June 2020.
We are expecting to have an interview with a third
expert in early August.

3.4.1. Review of patient grouping systems
There are several tools of clinical risk stratification
based on the health condition of patients enabling
the planning of needs, estimation of utilization
levels and resource allocation. In general, these
tools are based on population group stratification
and tend to focus on spending and procedural
services’ demand rather than primary care
utilization effort. Most models are based exclusively
on morbidity data, which tends to be more easily
available and more frequently updated. Moreover,
while there are patient grouping systems that are
widely used, others lack sound practical validation.
A literature review of eight patient grouping
systems (PGS) with focus on application in primary
care settings in British Columbia9 concluded that
measures had comparable predictive validity,
although some performed better on patient or
system-level outcomes. For instance, it was
observed that mortality was best predicted by the
Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) while healthcare
utilization was best predicted by Adjusted Clinical
Groups (ACG), CCI, diagnosis count and medication
count. Healthcare costs were best predicted by
ACG, medication count and diagnosis count. In
general, CCI, ACG and diagnosis count are
repeatedly recommended due to having more
literature available and having shown consistent
predictive capacity in a set of outcomes.

9

The review also noted that patient grouping
systems incorporating psychological factors should
be further explored, and that there is a lack of
evidence concerning the predictive capacity of
different PCGS in the same population and out of
academic settings.
A summary table of the patient grouping systems
that were analyzed by our team is presented on
Annex 5.

3.4.2. Insights from international experts
Interview with United Kingdom (UK) expert
Chris Salisbury is a professor of primary healthcare
at Bristol Medical School and a National Institute for
Health Research senior investigator. He has
published 5 books and over 230 research papers on
the broad topic of how to improve provision of
primary care. In recent years he has focused on
how health care should address the challenge of the
growing number of people with multimorbidity.
Chris explained that while the average panel size in
UK’s PHC has decreased over the years, General
Practitioners (GP) still consider it too large. Chris
noted that this may be related to how much work
one considers should be done by the GP, as there
are counterarguments noting that there is work
that may be performed by other healthcare
workers, thus decreasing GP’s workload. Chris
argues that while the model in place focuses on
serving patients quickly, and this is evident by the
short consultation times, there should be a larger
emphasis on serving patients according to their
needs, i.e, focus efforts on more complex /
vulnerable patients and spend more time with them.
Chris explained the background of the Carr-Hill
Formula, which has some similarities to the CI. The
Carr-Hill formula was introduced in 2004 in the UK’s
National Health System to ensure that General
Practices’ funding adequately reflects patient needs
and costs. Funding is based on panel size, adjusted
by age, as well as factors such as patient turnover,
morbidity, mortality and geographic location. The
formula is based on a consultation rates’ prediction
model. Chris pointed out that the issue with using
only consultation and utilization rates is that these
do not necessarily reflect need, i.e., they indicate
the work that is being done but not the work that
should be done.
Chris acknowledged that measuring patient needs
without patient demand is quite challenging, and for
that purpose for instance the Carr-Hill formula
weighted mortality (i.e., regions with higher
mortality are more likely to have higher needs for
care).

Park, 2016.
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Since its introduction, the Carr-Hill formula’s ability
to effectively decrease persistent disparities in
health outcomes between more and less deprived
areas has been questioned. Studies have claimed
that the formula has demonstrated little
redistributive potential between practices with
workloads differing due to deprivation and may lead
to counterintuitive results. Furthermore, the CarrHill formula is calculated on an area basis (using
census data) rather than attaching individual risks
to the patients. In this particular aspect, the CI is
better capable of leveraging data that is now
available on electronic medical records at individual
level.
Chris also overviewed his work on multimorbidity in
the UK and its relation to consultation rates and
mortality. While looking at different measures of
multimorbidity (CCI, ACG, etc.) to identify which
outcomes such measures predicted more accurately
it was found that different measures predicted
better different outcomes, and that simple
measures (such as medication count) were as good
as more complex measures at predicting certain
outcomes.
Chris also discussed his recent work on how not
only consultation rates are growing rapidly in the
UK but also the complexity of these consultations is
increasing as population ages and comorbidity
rises. Increased consultation complexity becomes
particularly challenging when consultations’
duration does not increase. This consultation
complexity may be driven by patient conditions and
complexity but also by other circumstances or
events. The work is currently under review for
publication and reveals similarities to the CI work
(although focusing on consultation complexity
rather than patient complexity), as it aims at
developing a Complexity Index for consultations
capable of indicating where more support and
resources are needed.
Regarding the key drivers of patient complexity,
Chris mentioned that his research demonstrated
that age, gender and number of long-term
conditions are major explanatory factors.
Socioeconomic factors (measures of deprivation,
single parent families, resident status, ethnicity,
etc.), while not necessarily generating major
differences in use, should also be considering when
designing for instance a payment model, as these
reflect need.
Concerning team-based care, Chris noted that
enabling some flexibility so that the practice can
decide on the best team composition to address the
needs of the population they serve (e.g. hiring a
social worker in poorer areas) and clearly
distributing tasks and roles among the team may
increase efficiency, rather than having fixed ratios
of professionals with unclear responsibilities. It was
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also noted that contrary to common assumptions, a
cheaper resource is not necessarily more efficient.
General Practices may join efforts and create
networks to share resources and professionals.
Coordination of care and proper configuration of
the team are thus essential for successful
healthcare outcomes.
Chris also provided an interesting perspective on
incentives noting that rather than excessive
workload or inadequate compensation, what mainly
drives medical students away from general practice
tends to be the lack of professional fulfillment. In
organizational systems in which the role of the GP is
not clear, there is a heavy bureaucratic burden
falling on GP and there are multiple overlapping
institutions and uncoordinated professionals
attempting to optimize care and health outcomes, it
may well be possible that GP feel demotivated and
do not perceive themselves as a key figure in the
provision of care and achievement of positive health
outcomes for patients. Gatekeeping systems can be
a relevant way to increase efficiency in care,
curtailing unnecessary specialized treatment and
ensuring adequate coordination of care.
Interview with Canada expert
Ali Shukor is a health services researcher that has
approached fields of study ranging from patientoriented care to primary care in challenging
context.
Ali has participated in the development of the
Vancouver Community Analytics Tool (VCAT), a
software enabling the operationalization of the
building blocks of high-performing Primary Care
(empanelment, team-based care and population
management) at Community Health Centers (CHC)
in British Columbia, Canada. The Complexity Module
of the VCAT is particularly interesting for
benchmarking purposes, as it constitutes a multisourced data analytics approach to measuring and
assessing biopsychosocial complexity of patients.
Ali explained that Canada’s PHC is mainly based on
a fee-for-service model and empanelment is based
on basic data such as age and gender, with panel
size usually ranging from 1200 to 2000 patients
per FD. CHC however target a specific population
group (their mandate focuses on providing PHC to
patients with complex biopsychosocial needs
without regular access to a PHC provider) and have
a payment structure (salaried), adding importance
to workload balance.
Ali considered that the critical dimensions to
determine the workload a patient generates are
medical complexity, social and environmental
factors and also psychosocial factors.
In relation to the VCAT, Ali explained that the goal
of the project is to support PHC transformation in
Vancouver through technological innovation.
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In fact, although health care systems are among the
largest producers of data compared to other
industries, they invest relatively little in harnessing
the power in data to improve performance.
Exemplifying with the Canadian healthcare system,
Ali noted that even though it often functions in
disconnected silos, the need for comprehensive
solutions is gaining wider recognition and there are
in fact emerging policy and academic focus on the
need for integrated, patient-centered PHC to
address chronically unmet needs.
To develop the Complexity Module of VCAT,
equipped with sophisticated algorithms to model
specificities of complex populations, the team has
leveraged the data that was readily available but
struggled to find tools with biopsychosocial
components. In Canada the ACG is used in many
settings, but in the case of CHC, given the
particularities of the population served, it was not
so useful. On the other hand, the Netherlands-based
INTERMED tool provided a great background on the
integration of biological, psychological and social
dimensions, but its format (questionnaire) created
limitations.
To further develop the algorithm and define weights
for the 9 complexity domains considered on the
VCAT Complexity Module (attachment, service
density, social and environmental factors,
psychosocial factors, relationships, activities of
daily living, medical complexity, acute hospital
utilization, risk of harm to self or others), a survey
was deployed so that healthcare professionals
(physicians, nurses and other staff) could assess
how each dimension influenced the complexity of
care. Ali noted that the survey was important not
only to obtain effective weights but also to improve
engagement around the tool among professionals.
It should be noted that one of the key issues on CHC
is the demand generated by patients that are not
part of the target population of CHC, for instance
low complexity patients that are attached to a PHC
practice but visit CHC for convenience. The
Complexity Module of VCAT enables critical
functions related to assessing whether patients
meet the CHC’ mandate and subsequent
empanelment, thus contributing to manage
workload. This was a very positive outcome of the
tool that improved satisfaction levels among
healthcare professionals.
Ali also noted that work is being done around the
development of empanelment targets based on
VCAT Complexity Module to identify optimal
configurations of teams based on complexity scores
and provider characteristics. Ali noted that in
relation to team organization, in Canada there are
nurse practitioners, with responsibilities very
similar to those of a FD, that have their own panel
and actually some patients (e.g. elderly) prefer

being attached to a nurse practitioner due to their
generally different consultation style. Ali also
mentioned another study under development on the
correlation between burnout and panel complexity.
So far, the VCAT has been designed for the
province of British Columbia, but the modularized
software is flexible enough to be easily adapted to
different jurisdictions and healthcare contexts due
to its patient-centered design and underpinning
“follow the client journey” philosophy. By
modelling, analyzing and visualizing the complexity
profiles and service utilization patterns of
populations, VCAT enables system administrators
and clinicians to meaningfully improve system
performance and quality of care.
Interview with Netherlands expert
Corine Latour is a lecturer and Nursing program
manager at Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences. Corine is a member of the INTERMED
consortium, which aims at facilitating effective
high-quality patient-oriented care.
Concerning the current workload in Primary
Healthcare in the Netherlands, Corine explained
that the ageing population has been driving
increased workloads for all primary healthcare
professionals, in particular physicians and nurses. In
relation to how panel sizes are managed and how
workload is distributed, Corine noted that in general
the population visits the nearest GP, which would
have increased earnings in proportion to the
number of patients observed and the time it spends
in more complex cases. In this perspective, the
complexity aspect focuses mainly on the number of
co-occurring diseases, although Corine clarified that
in her perspective it should not only account for
disease but also for other variables and
surroundings that impact the patient, i.e.,
vulnerability to mental disease, social and economic
status, healthcare system involved, among other
aspects.
Corine further explained that the INTERMED
consortium has developed a complexity assessment
grid to provide a rapid yet comprehensive
assessment of a patient. This tool has been
developed to support professionals to better
understand patients straight from their first
contact, as the tool deployment requires a brief
interview to the patient to answer the
questionnaire.
The INTERMED method embraces an integrated
approach and constitutes a practical and visual
approach to management of risks and needs, that
aims at operationalizing the biopsychosocial model
of disease to improve healthcare providers’
awareness of patients’ profiles, needs and risks and
the consequent provision of more effective,
efficient and coordinated care.
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Corine noted that although the INTERMED tool can
be used in all settings, it is currently used only on a
limited setting in the Netherlands (psychiatric
consultation in academic hospital). It is more widely
used in Italy and Switzerland in hospital settings.
One of the key aspects potentially driving this lack
of dissemination relates to the fact that it has a
deep learning curve, taking some time to the health
services to be familiarized with the questionnaire
and to start deploying it.

3.5.

Assessment of statistical
properties and robustness

The CI, as currently computed by ACSS, delivers a
monthly national score for each individual
registered with Primary Healthcare (PHC) that is
capable of predicting the volume of activities
expected for Family Doctors in Family Health Units
(USF) and Primary Healthcare Units (UCSP) for the
upcoming year.
The process of calculating the CI10 follows four
steps:
• Identification of the weight of each of the 21
variables considered;

•

•

•

Application of the “relative weights” determined
in the previous step to each user individually,
according to the respective characteristics in
the referred variables;
Adjustment of the score calculated for each user
by considering variables that while not directly
influencing the number of consultations, hinder
or facilitate clinical activity (for example, the
user's nationality or population density);
Adjustment of individual value to national
population so that the sum of all individual CI
corresponds to the total of individuals enrolled
in the PHC system.

Since the statistical robustness can be called into
question by methodological or data issues, two
complementary exercises were developed in order
to assess the statistical properties and robustness
of the applied methodology.
On the one hand, the algorithms used in calculating
the indicator were reviewed, with a view to their
evaluation. In this framework, a multivariate
analysis methodology was also applied allowing for
assessing the extent to which the algorithms used
are robust to potential problems of composition
effects among the variables included in the
calculation of the CI. On the other hand, the
mentioned multivariate methodology was used to
assess whether the current algorithms are robust to
potential data problems arising, namely, from
collinearity.
10

A detailed explanation of the CI is provided on Annex 4.
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The goal of the exercise was not to come up with an
alternative specification of the CI, but to assess
whether the procedures currently used are robust
and to provide some insights for potential
improvements.

3.5.1. Assessment of the current
methodology
The most sensitive step in the way the CI is
currently computed is how the weight of each of the
variables of interest in the patient's complexity is
computed.
This task is currently carried out by performing a
bivariate analysis of the difference of the measure
of medical consultation times in the 12 months
prior to the reference date for patients with a given
situation against users with all negative variables –
the control group. The analysis considers thousands
of combinations of the morbidity variables and a
simple bivariate analysis for the remaining variables
(non-morbidity). The control group is established by
taking a group of healthy users, not pregnant,
without economic problems, with the same age
distribution as the ones exhibiting the characteristic
and with all negative variables in morbidity
dimension.
This analysis is performed separately for each of
the 21 variables and, also, for combinations of the
variables.
All the algorithms used were reviewed and they are
properly implemented, selecting adequately the
control groups and computing correctly the weights
of each variable.
Even if the estimation of the weights is carried out
considering thousands of different combinations of
morbidity situations, the fact that it is performed
separately for each situation causes this to be
potentially affected by composition effects. In fact,
to assess the weight of each combination the
procedure only controls for the age distribution.
The interaction of other characteristics may bias
the estimation of the weights.
Of course, given the size of the dataset and the way
the procedure is implemented, the likelihood of
those composition effects is quite low. In spite of
this, and in order to assess whether those
composition effects may be biasing the estimates,
an alternative approach was tested.
Instead of computing the weights separately for
each variable, a multivariate approach was adopted
to estimate jointly the effect of all variables
considered to be relevant.
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This was carried out by estimating a regression
equation considering jointly not only all the variables
considered to be relevant but also some interactions
between them11.

•

The inclusion of organizational variables related
to the type of health unit and health services
production function/technology, such as the ratio
of doctors per other types of workers;

This approach ensures that the effect of each
variable on the duration of consultation times is
estimated controlling for all the other variables.
Results of this analysis are presented in Annex 6.

•

The inclusion of further context variables.

Comparing the results obtained to the ones obtained
using current methodology allows us to conclude that
the current CI methodology and estimation
procedures are statistically robust.
Even so, we consider that adopting an alternative
multivariate approach may prove more efficient
allowing for a more flexible platform to easily include
additional variables.

3.5.2. Assessment of robustness of the
datasets used
Besides the methodological assessment it is also
relevant to assess the robustness of the data sets
used to compute the CI.
In order to complete that task, the relevant dataset
for December 2018 was considered. That dataset
included information for 10.205.571 patients
enrolled in the Primary Care and 34 variables
covering all the dimensions currently included in the
CI.
The analysis of the dataset revealed some minor
classification issues, on marginal variables, not
relevant given its size.
The dataset is quite complete, covering the main
dimensions relevant for weighting FD workload.
The analysis of the statistical properties of each
variable, presented in Annex 6, did not revealed any
issue that may challenge the quality of the
conclusions.

3.6.

Possible developments

In addition to the assessment of the current
specification and methodology, and taking advantage
of the results presented in sections 3.2 to 3.4, tests
were carried out on the advantages of including
further variables and dimensions into the CI.
Based on the conclusions of previous sections, three
sets of potential improvements were considered12:

•

The inclusion, in the framework of the morbidity
dimension, of additional variables such as
obesity, chronic pain, neurodegenerative
diseases, or time since last neoplasia;

With respect to the additional variables regarding the
morbidity dimension, it was not possible to test their
inclusion since in spite of the fact that they exist in
the data sources commonly used to compute the CI,
they were not immediately available and including
them in the dataset requires some further effort that
was not possible to achieve by the time this report
was concluded.
In what concerns the consideration of organizational
variables it was possible to test the gains from
considering variables related to the health network.
For each health unit, characteristics such as the
number of hubs, the ratio of patients per doctor, the
number of doctors per nurse, the number of doctors
per administrative personnel or indicators of type of
unit (whether they assume the form of UCSP, USF-A
or USF-B) were considered.
The results show that most of these variables are
relevant to explain FD workload and so they may help
to increase the capacity to predict the actual
workload and its inclusion should be considered in
the CI. The overall capacity to explain the FD
workload increased by 1.6% by considering
organizational variables.
Finally, for context variables, given data protection
considerations, it was only possible to include
variables at city council level. Socioeconomic
characteristics such as the purchasing power in
2017, the relative development factor computed by
the National Statistical Office, the gross disposable
income of households, the gross rate of secondary
schooling, the proportion of population without
formal education, the proportion of the population
with tertiary education, the level of unemployment,
the ratio of doctors and nurses per 1000 inhabitants
or the number of hospital beds per 1000 inhabitants
were considered.
While many of these variables proved statistical
significance, they provided only some marginal gains
in the explanatory power of the model, increasing the
ability to explain the FD workload by 0.4%. The
inclusion of similar variables at individual level,
namely educational attainment level, may also be
beneficial to improve the capacity of accurately
predicting the FD workload.

11

While one can consider all sorts of combinations, only pairwise combinations of morbidity variables were included in the analysis carried out, as this
was enough for the purpose foreseen. Also, for the sake of simplicity, and given that this was enough for the goals of this exercise, only a linear age
effect was used instead of exploring all potential interactions between age and other dimensions or even a non-linear impact of age.
12

Check Annex 6 for results of these analyses.
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3.7.

Overall assessment

As stated in the previous sections, the overall goal
of CI estimation is to ensure a more accurate way to
estimate FD workload.

Figure 3. Simple count of users in December 2018
versus FD average weekly workload 12 following
months

In order to assess whether the CI methodology
improves the quality of the estimation of the FD
workload one can compute the correlation
coefficients of the estimated workload with the
actual future time spent on medical appointments
(12 months following), allowing us to check which
measure has the better forecast accuracy.
The analysis was carried out for all FD files with a
size between 300 and 2200 users. Considering the
user count methodology, the correlation coefficient
between estimated and actual future workload is
0.434 (Figure 3).
Considering FD’s lists by Weighted Unit (UP) 13 and
correlating such lists’ sizes with future workload, a
correlation coefficient (R2) of 40,32% is obtained
(Figure 4), lower than the one obtained when
correlating the simple count of patients with future
workload (43,4%).

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

Figure 4. Weighted units (UP) (DL 298/2007) in
December 2018 versus FD average weekly
workload 12 following months

When one considers the current ACSS CI
methodology, the correlation coefficient between
estimated and actual future FD workload increases
to 0.6969 (Figure 5).
This result confirms that considering a CI approach
significantly increases the accuracy of estimation of
FD workload.
Analyzing whether the inclusion of additional
variables may improve the accuracy of FD workload
estimation, one can see that including in the
multivariate approach the organization model
variables increases the correlation coefficient from
0.6035 (correlation coefficient for the multivariate
base case analysis with the same variables as
current ACSS CI – Figure 6) to 0.6249 (Figure 7).

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

Figure 5. CI (ACSS algorithm) in December 2018
versus FD average weekly workload 12 following
months

The inclusion of additional context variables
increases the correlation coefficient to 0.6374
(Figure 8).
This analysis confirms the previous result that the
consideration of organizational variables seems to
be more relevant to improve the accuracy of FD
workload estimation than additional context
variables (at least at the level of the ones
considered).

13

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

The Weighted Units (UP) are a simple metric set by the Decree Law 298/2007, which rules the functioning of USF. UP have been used since 2007
to calculate the payment of income supplements related the size of FD, nurses and secretaries’ lists in model B USF. This metric has also been used in
different legislation to set maximum FD lists’ sizes in certain contractual regimes, namely the 40 weekly hours regime. As pe r Decree Law 298/2007,
each patient is attributed a different score based on the respective age, as follows: 0 to 6 years – 1.5 points; 7 to 64 years – 1 point; 65 to 74 years –
2 points; 75 or over – 2.5 points.
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Figure 6. CI (multivariate base case) in December
2018 versus FD average weekly workload 12
following months

The concept of patient complexity emerged with
discussions around social determinants of health
and complexity science (system theory), expanding
the focus on biomedical dimensions to include
contextual and social spheres of patients’ lives.
Nevertheless, complexity is still inherently difficult
to define, measure or predict.
Overall, the CI developed by the Portuguese
authorities is a robust tool that embodies key
aspects of patient complexity mentioned in both
literature and consultation of national and
international experts.

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

Figure 7. CI (multivariate case with organizational
variables) in December 2018 versus FD average
weekly workload 12 following months

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

Figure 8. CI (multivariate case with organizational
and context variables) in December 2018 versus
FD average weekly workload 12 following months

The benchmarking exercise demonstrated that
there are few tools capable of leveraging data and
the pluri-dimensional concept of complexity in the
way the CI does. In fact, the CI was considered by
interviewees an interesting tool that overcomes
limitations of other patient grouping systems by
incorporating individual data (e.g. while the Carr Hill
formula only considers variables at regional level)
and accounting for dimensions such as
socioeconomic and organizational that are often
missing in such tools and grouping systems. This
demonstrates the potential of the CI to lead the way
in future developments across national health
systems in Europe towards a patient-centered
approach to care.
In terms of advantages, the CI developed by the
Portuguese authorities leverages a set of big data
provided by national health and statistic
information systems to define a more
comprehensive approach to patient complexity and
consequent workload.
This approach differs from methods that rely on few
elements such as demographics and morbidity to
group patients. The fact that the CI calculation
considers individual historic activity utilization also
overcomes the assumption that patients on the
same age group generate equal demand on a health
system.

Source: Authors and ACSS computations

3.8.

Conclusions and
recommendations

Given the central role of primary healthcare in
managing and coordinating patient care and
obtaining positive health outcomes, it is key to
understand clearly what contributes to both
quantity and quality of services provided. Amongst
these factors is patient complexity, which influences
both FD workload and the success of interventions
for health.

The CI may be used both for macro (public health)
and micro (clinical) management. On the one hand,
it enables the comparison between different
territories and the proportional allocation of
resources based on results. At the same time, it
may also be useful for clinical management enabling
the identification of individuals whose needs may
require added efforts and proactive specific
interventions from healthcare professionals.
The analysis of the statistical properties and
robustness of the current methodology revealed
that the current specification and methodology to
estimate the CI is robust and has good predictive
capacity. Adopting an alternative multivariate
approach may be considered in order to have a
more flexible approach allowing for the inclusion of
additional variables in a more efficient way.
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Both literature and consultation suggest variables
that may be relevant to improve the CI’s predictive
capacity. These variables include for instance
income, employment status, educational
attainment, obesity, chronic pain and the ability to
understand the Portuguese language. If data is
available, it is important to statistically test such
variables’ responsiveness and assess if they are
able to improve the CI’s predictive capacity.
Preliminary tests were carried out considering
alternative specifications, by including
organizational and context variables. These tests
revealed that organizational variables related to the
type of health unit and health services production
function/technology, such as the ratio of doctors
per other types of workers, seem to play a role in
explaining FD workload, increasing the capacity to
explain it by 1.6%, and thus may help to increase
the capacity to predict the actual workload.
City council level context variables related to
socioeconomic characteristics provide only some
marginal gains in the explanatory capacity of the
model, increasing it by 0.4%. The inclusion of similar
variables at individual level, such has the
educational attainment level, may also be beneficial
for improving the capacity to accurately predict
FD’s workload.

A limitation of the CI, applicable to many other
methods of assessing patient complexity and
morbidity, is the fact that it considers observed
patterns of utilization, not distinguishing between
medically necessary and unnecessary demand, i.e.,
how much work is effectively required in caring for
a patient. A physician that induces inappropriate
demand may be perceived as having more complex
patients. As such, the use of the CI may be
complemented by a set of target outcomes for
health that promote efficiency and effectiveness of
care.
Concerning the CI implementation, it is critical to
reach the audience of healthcare professionals with
a transparent, open and clear approach,
demonstrating the advantages of the CI and
ensuring that the adequate mechanisms are in place
to promote dialogue around important aspects for a
successful deployment of the CI.
Future developments of the CI may include adopting
a team-based perspective rather than FD. To do so,
it would be critical to engage with healthcare teams
to understand which patient complexity dimensions
mostly affect the team workload. Leveraging the CI
to estimate resource utilization and costs may also
contribute greatly to increased efficiency and
improved health outcomes in PHC.

Given that data, while existent, was not immediately
available and required further efforts to compute, it
was not possible to test the inclusion of additional
morbidity dimension variables such as obesity,
chronic pain, neurodegenerative diseases, or time
since last neoplasia. Their consideration in the
specification of the CI should be tried and tested.
Figure 8. Overall assessment, recommendations and future developments
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4. Simulation of Complexity Index deployment
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4. Simulation of Complexity Index deployment
As stated before, currently FD panels in Portugal
are weighted relying exclusively on patient’s age.
This means that same-age patients with different
sets and severities of conditions are deemed to
generate the same workload to FD, a controversial
assumption based on both literature review and
stakeholders’ consultation exercises.
The analysis carried out so far reveals that it is
possible to estimate in a relatively accurate way the
FD workload based on patient complexity, taking
advantage of all the data available. The CI has been
developed around this premise, and it is now
important to compare the CI’s capacity to
effectively predict FD workload with current metrics
used for this purpose, in particular the weighting of
patients by age. The most objective way to do so is
to simulate the deployment of the CI at national
level and compare it with the current results
obtained through the weighting of lists by patients’
age.
Given that two different specifications have been
tested to calculate the CI (baseline vs including
additional organizational and context variables),
both will also be compared to assess if there are
relevant differences between results.

4.1.

Key assumptions of the
simulation

In order to simulate the Complexity Index
deployment, the workload for each FD was
estimated by aggregating the adjusted individual
level estimated workload. That individual adjusted
value was computed to ensure that the sum of all
individual CI corresponds to the total weighted of
individuals enrolled in the PHC system.
The simulation was carried out for the two
specifications of the CI discussed before, one using
only the current variables (CI 1) and the other
including the organizational and context variables
described before (CI 2).
The values for the CI were estimated using the
multivariate approach and refer to December 2018.

4.2.

Simulation results

To simulate the use of the CI the workloads per FD
using the CI were estimated considering the two
alternative specifications for the CI (CI 1 and CI 2).

14

The values for the patients’ weights computed using the current
methodology were adjusted to sum the actual value of patients.
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The statistical measures of the distribution of the
patient’s lists per FD are presented in the following
table.
Table 1. Distribution of the workload per FD:
summary statistics
Measure
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Percentiles
10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90

CI 1
1753.1
1733.5
5065.0
2.9
74.9
5634.9
1313.3
1504.5
1557.8
1602.4
1675.7
1733.5
1786.9
1845.5
1873.5
1907.6
2004.8

CI 2
1752.5
1733.1
4931.4
2.8
74.3
5549.8
1205.9
1405.0
1468.1
1536.6
1644.8
1733.1
1821.6
1903.6
1946.9
1992.5
2113.3

As the results reveal, the two specifications do not
generate very different results. On average, each
FD has about 1.750 weighted patients. Both
distributions are slightly positive asymmetric,
revealing that there are more FD with lower
workloads and there are a few FD with very high
workloads that push the average upwards. The level
of dispersion is quite high, pointing to a very
unequal distribution. Further analysis should be
conducted to understand additional factors
eventually driving this asymmetry that are not
being captured by the CI. As one can see, the 10%
FD with lower weighted workload have less than
1.313 weighted patients in case of specification 1
and less than 1.205 weighted patients considering
specification 2, whereas the 10% FD with higher
workload have more than 2.004 weighted patients
in case of specification 1 and 2.113 in the case of
specification 2.

4.3.

Simulation results versus
current scenarios

To compare the results of using the CI
methodologies to estimate the FD workload to the
current method of weighting exclusively patients’
age14, the differences among the two were
compared at FD and health unit (UF) level. In
addition, the CI was also compared to the
unweighted distribution of patients.
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Table 2. Distribution of the difference of the
workload per FD estimated using the CI and the
current methodology: summary statistics
Measure
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Percentiles

10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90

CI 1
0.000
53.886
3392.994
-74.936
5637.723
-143.389
-72.177
-48.685
-22.887
17.579
53.886
91.522
126.852
146.653
169.580
225.266

CI 2
0.000
64.702
3286.935
-74.205
5543.722
-280.833
-158.205
-109.907
-70.275
-1.572
64.702
125.480
181.921
214.492
250.405
333.996

Looking first at the differences between the CI and
the weighted patients’ methodology per FD, one can
see that the median of the difference is positive in
both cases, showing that the patients’ complexity
weighted workload for the median FD is higher than
the one considered using the current methodology.
One can see however that the spread is quite
significant. More than 30% of the FDs’, in the case
of CI specification 1, or more than 40% of the FDs’,
in the case of CI specification 2, exhibit negative
differences, showing that they are exposed to a
patient’s complexity workload lower than the one
considered when using the current methodology.
The negative skewness coefficient in both cases
points to a negative asymmetry of the distribution,
signaling some concentration on the negative
differences compensated by a longer tail on FDs
with positive differences.
When comparing the CI to unweighted list patients
per FD one can see that the distribution of the
differences is very similar but the differences seem
to be even more pronounced, which means that
weighting patients by age even if insufficient is a
step forward in taking into account the actual
workload.
When one looks at the differences between the CI
and the weighted patients’ methodology per health
unit one can see once again that the median of the
difference is positive in both cases, showing that
the patients’ complexity weighted workload for the
median health unit is higher than the one
considered using the current methodology.

Table 3. Distribution of the difference of the
workload per FD estimated using the CI and actual
patients: summary statistics
Measure
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Percentiles

10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90

CI 1
0.000
61.643
3732.162
-74.980
5642.348
-155.297
-75.517
-47.528
-22.360
20.475
61.643
99.016
138.472
161.359
185.314
243.973

CI 2
0.000
78.465
3621.050
-74.342
5557.524
-272.413
-148.485
-100.442
-58.250
14.987
78.465
135.125
189.542
220.088
251.525
323.184

The spread is also quite significant with more than
30% of the health units experiencing lower
complexity weighted patients’ workload than the
one computed using the current methodology. The
skewness coefficient, while positive, is closer to a
symmetric distribution.
Table 4. Distribution of the difference of the
workload per health unit estimated using the CI
and the current methodology: summary statistics
Measure
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Percentiles
10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90

CI 1
0.000
257.610
1433.386
-3.520
21.790
-1329.999
-522.143
-291.758
-126.806
68.775
257.610
420.011
589.737
717.682
836.818
1164.134

CI 2
0.000
345.186
2335.477
-3.006
17.667
-2212.245
-937.933
-569.184
-249.031
71.253
345.186
634.597
1029.196
1291.429
1478.593
2117.949

When comparing the CI methodology to the
unweighted one finds also a very similar distribution
and again that the differences are larger.
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Table 5. Distribution of the difference of the
workload per health unit estimated using the CI
and actual patients: summary statistics
Measure
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Percentiles
10
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90

CI 1
0.000
309.332
1536.595
-3.797
24.757
-1330.868
-509.172
-275.326
-132.543
51.426
309.332
483.475
667.495
769.414
882.403
1165.118

Map 1. Differences on patient distribution as per
CI 1 (baseline) versus patient distribution
weighted by age

CI 2
0.000
464.992
2369.667
-3.289
19.072
-2158.428
-890.697
-480.456
-207.606
150.271
464.992
764.824
1084.293
1239.565
1439.859
1934.804

The results obtained in this simulation exercise have
been transposed to heatmaps showing the
differences in distribution of the workload across
the country.
Four maps are presented below, comparing each of
the CI formulations (CI 1 as the baseline version and
CI 2 with additional variables) with the absolute
distribution of patients and the distribution of
patients weighted by age. It should be noted that
both CI formulations and the distribution of patients
weighted by age have been normalized (i.e. so that
the sum of all individual complexity indexes and all
individual age-weighted units corresponds to the
total population).
The results show significant discrepancies. Regions
in red color scale (i.e. negative difference) indicate
that the Complexity Index calculated for those
regions is lower than the weighted distribution
(maps 1 and 3) or the absolute distribution (maps 2
and 4) of patients. As such, using the absolute
distribution or the age-weighted distribution of
patients to estimate FD workload may overestimate
the actual FD workload generated by patients in
those regions.
Regions in blue color scale (i.e. positive difference)
indicate that the CI calculated for those regions is
higher than the weighted distribution (maps 1 and
3) or the absolute distribution (maps 2 and 4) of
patients. As such, using the absolute distribution or
the age-weighted distribution of patients to
estimate FD workload may underestimate the actual
FD workload generated by patients in those regions.
Additional maps showing the distribution of Health
Units by Regional Administration and Health Units
by type are presented on Annex 7.
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Map 2. Differences on patient distribution as per CI 1
(baseline) versus absolute patient distribution
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Map 3. Differences on patient distribution as per
CI 2 (additional variables) versus patient
distribution weighted by age

4.4.

Highlights

The magnitude of the differences of the FD panels
estimated alternatively with the current
methodology relying exclusively on patient’s age
and the one estimated using the CI reveals how this
tool may help in improving the planning of patient
workload for FD, contributing to improve clinical
governance.
One of the key conclusions of this deployment
simulation exercise is the fact that the CI results
indicate significant disparities among FD lists. These
disparities should be carefully analysed to identify
the reasoning behind them. Although these results
do not necessarily indicate that shorter lists need to
take on more patients, it is important to understand
how to optimize resource allocation. The wrong
interpretation of these results could create
significant friction among practitioners and lead to
a wide rejection of the CI.
Even if not fully considered as a basis for panel
sizing, the CI may well be used to monitor the
workload of FDs, detecting in a more accurate way
where there are more pressing resource or
organizational change needs within health units,
contributing to increase citizen satisfaction and
ensuring the goal of having a patient focused care.

Map 4. Differences on patient distribution as per
CI 2 (additional variables) versus absolute patient
distribution
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5. Conclusions and recommendations

The Complexity Index (CI) is a tool developed by the
Portuguese Central Administration of the Health
System (ACSS) to estimate the workload of Family
Doctors (FD) based on the complexity of each
individual included in their respective panel.
Based on both theoretical and statistical assessment
conducted, it is possible to conclude that the CI is an
innovative and sound tool to measure patient
complexity in the setting of primary care in the
Portuguese National Health System.
The review of relevant literature indicates that
patient complexity, the key concept underlying the
development of the CI, is tackled from multiple
perspectives. This results on the lack of a consensual
definition but enables the identification of broad
dimensions that are generally referred in literature.
These dimensions include the biological,
psychological and socioeconomic spheres of the
patient.
In spite of the importance given to the three spheres
of complexity across literature, most tools used to
estimate healthcare utilization, risks and costs rely
only on biological data, in particular morbidity, which
tends to be more intensively reported on healthcare
data systems.
By encompassing four dimensions – demographic,
socioeconomic, morbidity and organizational – and
leveraging the sets of big data available the CI is
capable of building a comprehensive profile of
individuals enrolled in the Portuguese primary
healthcare system and estimating the workload they
will generate to their FD in the following year with a
remarkable level of precision. These features seem to
place CI ahead of many other tools that have been
developed in settings where less data is available, or
the patient profile built is focused on a narrower
number of dimensions. Comparing, for the same
population, the CI results with the results from other
tools might be an interesting exercise to confirm the
higher predictive capacity of the CI.

Overall, during consultation of both national and
international experts the CI received good reviews.
There were a number of new variables suggested that
may and should be tested once data is available, to
understand if they improve the CI’s predictive
capacity. In general, national stakeholders are
interested in seeing how the CI performs in practice.
Conducting pilot studies prior to national deployment
is critical to obtain concrete results of the CI,
consolidating the CI’s credibility in front of
stakeholders and improving engagement and
acceptance from healthcare professionals who will be
using it on a daily basis.
Concerning future developments and improvements,
it is important to assess the possibility of using the CI
to estimate and promote efficiency in other
outcomes, for instance costs of care, optimization of
healthcare teams and improvements in population’s
health.
Pursuing and maintaining the dialogue with
international experts will also be important to gain
wider visibility and benefit from the exchange of
experiences. Having sound evidence of the CI’s
effective results on the ground will be an advantage
in this endeavor.
While the CI is currently a strong predictor of FD’s
workload, it may become a world-wide reference tool
within broader patient-centered approaches to
primary healthcare. To do so, it ought to further
incorporate the perspective of team-based integrated
care. Amidst patient-centered care debates this is a
critical topic that emphasizes the importance of
having well-structured multidisciplinary teams in
health units to address more comprehensively patient
needs.

The analysis of the CI’s statistical properties and
robustness revealed that the current specification
and methodology to calculate the CI is solid and
present good predictive capacity. Adopting an
alternative multivariate approach may provide more
flexibility and efficiency when adding new variables to
the model. Further testing and including relevant
variables (e.g. related to healthcare system
organization, context and other health conditions
such as obesity and chronic pain) may also further
increase the CI’s predictive capacity.
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Acronyms
ACES

Group of Health Centres

ACG

Adjusted Clinical Groups

ACSS

Central Administration of the Health System

ADL

Activities of Daily Living

APMGF

Portuguese Family Medicine Association

ARS

Regional Health Administration

CAM

Complementary and Alternative Medicine

CCI

Charlson Comorbidity Index

CHC

Community Health Centers

CI

Complexity Index

FD

Family Doctors

FNAM / SMZC

National Federation of Physicians / Medical Union of Centre Region

GP

General Practitioners

PGS

Patient Grouping Systems

PHC

Primary Healthcare

SEP

Union of Portuguese Nurses

SIM

Independent Union of Physicians

UCSP

Primary Healthcare Units

UF

Health Unit

UK

United Kingdom

ULS

Local Health Unit

USF

Family Health Unit

VCAT

Vancouver Community Analytics Tool
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Annex 1: Interview script – national stakeholders
Individual interviews were conducted in a semi-structured approach. Depending on the interviewee background and
inputs the script covered different matters. Three major topics were common to all interviews, with different
questions being asked related to each of them.

Topic 1: Importance of the CI for FD panel management having in consideration that different patients require
different types of primary healthcare to address their needs. Regarding this topic, some (or all) of the questions
were introduced in each interview:
1.

How do you assess the evolution of NHS concerning FD panel size?

2.

How do you assess FD workload on your region?

3.

Does the current weighing method of panel size (by age) adequately respond to patient needs?

4.

Do you agree that there are specific patient factors / characteristics (“patient complexity”) that
significantly affect the medical support required?

5.

How do you perceive the introduction of a new metric to weight FD panel size based on such “patient
complexity”?

Topic 2: Critical analysis of the variables / characteristics that are considered in the current version of the CI and
others that capture patient complexity. Regarding this topic, some (or all) of the questions were introduced in each
interview:
1.

Do you agree that the variables currently included in the CI formulation are relevant for patient complexity
assessment? [proceed to the discussion of each individual CI variable]

2.

Do you believe that there are other relevant variables that should be tested (with the assumption that these
would be easily updated and/or included in the information systems)? [proceed to the discussion of other
variables that were already mentioned in literature or were suggested by the interviewee]

Topic 3: Implementation and operationalization of the CI and respective acceptance in the NHS. Regarding this
topic, some (or all) of the questions were introduced in each interview:
1.

Which are the key risks of a new metric based on the aforementioned assumptions (e.g. data manipulation)
and how do you suggest these risks are mitigated?

2.

Which are the key difficulties you expect to be faced on the implementation of a new metric and how do you
suggest these difficulties are addressed?

3.

How do you perceive the role of other healthcare professionals (e.g. can they alleviate FD workload?)? Do
you think that the CI should be extended to the rest of the healthcare team? How?
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Annex 2: Focus group script
Date: 21 February 2020
Location: ACSS
Agenda:
11h00 - 12h00

I

Session Opening [ACSS/EY]

12h00 - 13h00

II

CI Presentation [ACSS]

13h00 – 14h00

Lunch Break

14h00 – 16h00

III

CI Discussion [EY]

16h00 – 16h50

IV

CI Evolution [ACSS/EY]

16h50 – 17h00

V

Session Closing [ACSS]

Part III: Discussion Topics
1.

How do you assess current criteria of panel sizing in Primary Healthcare?
a.

Does the age weighting adequately reflect FD workload?

b.

What is the impact of current panel size on the quality of PHC and FD’s workload?

2.

Do the variables included on the CI allow for the characterization of patients’ complexity?

3.

Which are the key opportunities and challenges expected from the implementation of the CI?
a.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of the CI in comparison to current criteria of panel
weighting?

b.

Which are the main risks arising with the implementation of the CI and how should they be
mitigated?

c.

Which is the best strategy to raise awareness and gain professionals’ adherence to the CI
implementation?

Part IV: Discussion Topics
1.

Which should be the future developments for the CI?
a.

Consider extension of the CI to other healthcare professionals?

b.

Use the CI to analyze medicines’ consumption, complementary and alternative medicine (CAM),
emergency visits and hospital admissions?

c.

Operationalize the CI as a clinical governance tool?

d.

CI assuming a different logic (e.g. focused on ACES)?
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Annex 3: Interview script – international experts
Interviews with international stakeholders were conducted with the objective of understanding experts’ perspectives
on issues related to patient complexity and FD workload, identifying tools similar to the CI developed in other
countries and also engaging stakeholders on a high-level review of the CI methodology.

1.

How do you perceive the current workload / panel size of GPs in your NHS?

2.

How is GPs workload measured / distributed (e.g. number of patients, weighted by age and gender,
morbidity, etc) across your NHS?

3.

Which aspects do you consider most critical to determine the workload a patient generates to the GP (e.g.
morbidity, socioeconomic, cultural, behavioral, demographic, healthcare system)?

4.

How would you capture such aspects (ie, feasible variables that are included in medical records or can be
cross-referenced, etc)?

5.

Are you aware of any tool/ algorithm that attempts to capture these dimensions to assess the so called
“patient complexity” and directly correlate it to GPs / PHC team workload? (If so, understand background,
how it is calculated, which variables are included, how it has been implemented)

In addition to the aforementioned questions, participants were also briefly introduced to the CI methodology,
including dimensions and respective variables. An open discussion of their perceptions on the CI would follow.
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Annex 4: Patient Complexity Index (CI)
The objective of the CI is to develop a national score, calculated for each individual registered with Primary
Healthcare (PHC), capable of predicting accurately, on a monthly basis and through a replicable, transparent
methodology adjusted to the reality of the Portuguese National Health System, the volume of activities expected for
Family Health Units (USF) and Primary Healthcare Units (UCSP) for the next year.

Background
Partnership between the Central Administration of the Health System (ACSS) and the Portuguese Association of
General and Family Medicine (APMGF).

Underlying Assumptions
•
•
•

Quality of USF and UCSP’s work depends on patients / professionals ratio: (i) geographic factors explain
variations on medical performance; (ii) doctors who work in group have better results; (iii) geographic factors
are linked to access difficulties.
Larger panel sizes drive: (i) shorter appointments; (ii) fewer home visits; (iii) higher referencing rates; (iv)
decreased cancer screening; (v) worse markers for diabetes; (vi) worse global performance.
Longer appointments drive: (i) fewer prescriptions; (ii) higher health promotion activity; (iii) higher patient
satisfaction.

Proposed CI structure
The CI currently developed weights each patient registered with CSP in proportion to its complexity, measured
through 21 variables from 4 dimensions:
1) Geodemographic – age, gender and other features related to life-cycle
• Variables: age group (from 0 to 150 years); gender
2) Socioeconomic – social, economic, cultural and family circumstances
• Variables: financial hardship
3) Epidemiologic – disease burden (morbidity)
• Variables: diabetes; hypertension; asthma; COPD; chronic skin ulcer; osteoarthrosis; depression; anxiety;
at least one malignant neoplasia; smoking; chronic alcohol abuse; HIV / AIDS; dependence on others for
activities of daily living (ADLs); amount of health conditions (1 to 13); pregnancy or puerperium
4) Organizational – availability of health resources and context (dimension with variables that although not
being directly linked to the number of appointments create added or decreased difficulties to clinical
practice)
• Variables: nationality; population density; with or without Family Doctor
The calculation of variables/features’ weights is based on the comparison of the duration of appointments from
Family Doctors to all patients registered with CSP throughout the 12 months before the CI calculation date. Such
duration is measured directly from information systems’ records.
The CI has a numerical value attributed monthly. It has predictive capacity over the Family Doctors’ workload in the
following year, being capable of estimating the workload of each panel. Variables are automatically available and thus
the calculation can be updated monthly.
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Details of proposed CI
Variables

Granularity and Stratification

Data Source

Age and gender

Age groups with 1 year amplitude combined with male
and female genders

RNU – National Patients
Registry

Economic hardship

"Yes" or "No"

RNU – National Patients
Registry

Nationality

Each nationality
Stratification by age (in groups with 20 years
amplitude) and gender

RNU – National Patients
Registry

"Yes" – Pregnant or puerperal on reference date
“No” – No pregnancy or puerperium

Direct source: SIARS
Primary data source:
maternal health module
of clinical records’
systems (SClínico and
MedicineOne)

Pregnancy or puerperium

Health conditions isolated
or combined

Not having Family Doctor
and duration of
registration with Family
Doctor

Previous utilization –
Correction for
underutilization
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The following groups are possible (combinations of one,
two, three, etc of each of the 13 health conditions
identified below):
1. Diabetes Mellitus
2. Hypertension
3. Asthma
4. COPD
5. Chronic skin ulcer
6. Osteoarthrosis
7. Depression
8. Anxiety
9. At least one malignant neoplasia
10. Smoking
11. Chronic alcohol abuse
12. HIV / AIDS
13. Dependence on others for activities of daily living
(ADLs)
The groups considered are the following:
ID | Group
0 | No Family Doctor (FD)
1 | With FD for 1 month
2 | With FD for 2 months
… |
12 | With FD for 12 months
13 | With FD for 13 months or longer
Three groups of patients were defined:
• NU5+ - Not users for 5 years or longer.
• NU3+ - Not users for 3 years or longer: Additional
criteria: (1) not eligible for NU5+; (2) age under 15 or
over 50
• NU1+ - Not users for 1 year or longer: Additional
criteria: (1) not eligible for NU5+; (2) not eligible for
NU3+; (3) age under 5 or over 65

Lists of active conditions:
Direct sources: SIARS
Direct data source:
maternal health module
of clinical records’
systems (SClínico and
MedicineOne)
Discharges and
admissions’ diagnosis:
GDH Database
Prescriptions related to
diabetes, hypertension,
asthma, COPD,
depression and aNxiety
SIARS (CCF)

RNU – National Patients
Registry

SIARS

Complexity Index Report

Variables

Granularity and Stratification

Data Source

Previous utilization –
Compensation for
overutilization

Two groups of patients were defined:
• “Over expected” users – patients with “effective
appointments’ durations” exceeding “expected
duration” (added of 5% of the confidence interval
width with alfa equal to 95% of the “difference
between effective and expected durations”)
• “Within expected” users: patients not meeting the
criteria of “over expected” users

Effective duration of
medical appointments

Population density in
patient’s residence parish

Weights are defined for the following intervals:
[0; 50[ hab/km2
[50; 100[ hab/km2
[100; 150[ hab/km2
[150; 200[ hab/km2
[200; 400[ hab/km2
[400; 600[ hab/km2
[600; 800[ hab/km2
[800; 1000[ hab/km2
[1000; 2000[ hab/km2
[2000; 3000[ hab/km2
[3000; 4000[ hab/km2
[4000; 5000[ hab/km2
[5000; 6000[ hab/km2
[6000; 20000[ hab/km2
Each class is stratified by:
1. Users’ age in intervals of 10 years
2. Users’ gender
3. No. of health conditions

Parish of residence: RNU
Parish population density:
ACSS database

Combination between:
1. Previous utilization –
correction for
underutilization
2. Previous utilization –
compensation for
overutilization
3. Mark-up for population
density in patient’s
residence parish

Not applicable

Not applicable

Perspectives of development and future use
Sizing of CSP panels, estimating needs of other types of resources (nurses and other professionals’ work,
prescriptions, etc), adequacy of the provision model (identification of high-risk patients), performance evaluation,
resource planning (human, material and financial), quality (monitoring and evaluation), health R&D, etc.
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Annex 5: Patient Grouping Systems
Tool

Methodology

Results

INTERMED
Consortium
[Netherlands]

- Assess quickly and
comprehensively the level of
complexity in individuals that need
medical care, enabling individual
management and the development
of a database on complex
healthcare needs to support
planning and delivery of care

- Deployment of a questionnaire covering 4 dimensions
(health, social, psychological, biological) along 3 axis
(history, current status and vulnerabilities) to assess biopsycho-social risks and determine adequate treatment plan
- Risk levels are presented visually and organized on a chart
- Each variable within the dimensions is classified on a scale
from 0 to 3, and the sum of classifications (from 0 to 60)
determines the level of complexity

- Research demonstrated negative
correlation between the level of complexity
attributed via INTERMED tool and
healthcare outcomes
- It has been determined that levels of
complexity over 20 require integrated care

Patient Centred
Assessment
Method (PCAM)

Universities of
Minnesota and
Stirling [United
States of
America /
United
Kingdom]

- Deployment of a questionnaire assessing dimensions of
health & wellbeing, social environment, health literacy &
communication skills and service coordination
- Each question has 4 degrees of severity
- Final section focuses on the actions that can be taken to
address the needs and issues identified in the assessment

- Studies have revealed that PCAM seems
to support collaborative integrated
consultation, being a reliable and valid
measurement
of patient complexity and showing
correlation with the length of stay in
hospital

Hierarchical
Condition
Category (HCC)

Centers for
Medicare and
Medicaid
Services (CMS)
[United States
of America]

- Assess patient complexity using
the social determinants of health
and identify the most adequate
integrated approach based on
patient needs
- Derives from the Minnesota
Complexity Assessment Method
(MCAM), which derives from the
INTERMED assessment grid
- Estimate payments (risk scores
represent expected costs for the
following year and are used to
calculate fees)

- Study revealed that HCC may also be used
to identify hospitalization risk

Morbidity
Adjusted
Groups (Grupos
de Morbilidad
Ajustada GMA)

Instituto Catalán
de la Salud,
Departamento
de Salud [Spain]

- Risk Adjustment Factor (RAF) score is based on
demography (age, gender, place of residency, enrolment in
Medicare/Medicaid) and diagnosis (based on specific
International Classification of Diseases codes and
hierarchically weighted)
- Higher RAF scores indicate higher complexity of patient
morbidity and higher expected healthcare utilization (and
consequently higher costs)
- Structured around 2 factors: morbidity and complexity.
The combination of 6 morbidity groups and 5 degrees of
complexity result in 30 mutually exclusive categories (31
considering a "healthy population" category)
- The tool attributes to each patient a quantification of
conditions and a numeric value of its complexity

INTERMED
Assessment
Grid
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Origin

Objective

- Similar to Adjusted Clinical Groups
(AGC) but developed with data from
Spanish healthcare system to
stratify population by morbidity
groups and levels of complexity

- Presents good explanatory capacity for
different patient needs, in particular visits,
prescriptions and emergency room
admissions
- Demonstrated higher explanatory capacity
than common metrics such as the adapted
Charlson Comorbidity Index or chronic
disease count
- In spite of good results, patient complexity
is only based on morbidity - psychosocial
factors are not considered
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Tool

Origin

Carr-Hill
Formula (Global
Sum Allocation)

National Health
System (NHS)
[United
Kingdom]

- Calculate payments to General
Practices according to
demographics and other factors
affecting workload

Objective

Methodology

Results

- Includes factors such as age and gender, standardized
mortality ratio and standardized long-standing illness for
patients under the age of 65 years, number of newly
registered patients, rurality and costs of living
- Each factor generates an index for the practice,
comparing it to the average score. The indexes are then
applied to the practice list to produce a practice weighted
population
- Each comorbidity category has an associated weight
(from 1 to 6) based on the adjusted risk of mortality or
resource utilization. The patient score results from the sum
of all weights
- Higher scores indicate higher mortality risk or higher
resource utilization
- Score system with 14 domains and a severity scale in
each domain (from 0 to 4). Scores are added (up to a total
of 56) or presented as an index based on the number of
domains with severity equal or over 2
- Higher scores indicate higher severity

- Currently used in General Medical Services
contracts in the UK NHS, although it has
been criticized for not considering certain
factors (e.g. deprivation, atypical
communities)

Charlson
Comorbidity
Index (CCI)

Mary Charlson
[United States
of America]

- Assess mortality risk based on
patients' morbidity burden

Cumulative
Illness Rating
Scale (CIRS)

[United States
of America]

- Quantify burden of chronic disease

Italian Health
Search
Morbidity
(HSM) Index

Italian College
of General
Practitioners
and Primary
Care [Italy]

- Adjust healthcare costs in Italian
Primary Healthcare

- Estimate the impact of chronic disease, acute disease,
patient age and gender on average annual costs
- The estimated coefficients are then combined to create an
HSM Index for individual patients, predicting costs
associated with different profiles and comorbidities

- Although demonstrating good predictive
capacity (HSM index capable of explaining
50% of costs), performance and calibration,
it does not consider socioeconomic
information and other determinants of
healthcare costs

Geriatric
CompleXity of
Care Index
(GXI)

University of
Michigan
[United States
of America]

- Measure relation between
comorbidity and complexity of care
required in elderly patients

- Although performing worse than other
tools in mortality prediction, demonstrates
higher predictive capacity for primary care
visits and demonstrates the importance of
disaggregating degrees of severity within
diseases

Chronic Disease
Score
(CDS)/RxRisk

US Health
Management
Organization
[United States
of America]

- Measure chronic health status
based on prescriptions

- 117 variables (combinations of conditions with severity
and interaction among conditions) receive different weights
(from 1 to 10) depending on the perceived difficulty of
providing care to elders with such combination of
conditions
- The GXI score of each individual is calculated by adding
the weights attributed to each variable - higher scores
indicate higher complexity of care
- Uses data from prescriptions to identify 17 chronic
diseases with pre-defined weights
- The RxRisk is based on CDS but focuses on the estimation
of future costs

Adjusted
Clinical Groups
(ACG) System

John Hopkins
University
[United States
of America]

- Predict future morbidity and
estimate costs
- Subject to software license

- Uses medical records and insurance companies data to
measure health status and stratify population in groups
with similar clinical diagnosis, age and sex

- Demonstrates robust predictive capacity
for health resources' utilization
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- Studies indicate an excellent correlation
with mortality
- Although it has been developed in hospital
settings, it has been adapted and validated
in primary healthcare
- Studies indicate correlation to patients'
demographic characteristics, resource
utilization and healthcare outcomes

- Demonstrates correlation with selfassessments of health status,
hospitalization rates and mortality rates
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Objective

Methodology

Results

Clinical Risk
Groups (CRG)

Tool

3M [United
States of
America]

- Used both to predict future
healthcare utilization and cost and
explain past healthcare utilization
and cost
- Has risk adjustment functionalities
that enable the comparison of
panels
- Subject to software license

- Uses diagnosis and procedures' codes, pharmaceutical
data and functional health status to allocate each individual
to a group of adjusted severity
- Most recent version (2.1, 2018) has 392 base CRG and
approximately 1470 total risk groups including severity
levels
- For each CRG, a relative weight indicates the typical
healthcare costs for this CRG relative to the average
individual in the population

Disease Count

n/a

- Measure multimorbidity

- Simple count of the number of diseases
- Disease lists vary in different studies

Duke Severity
of Illness
(DUSOI)

[United States
of America]

- Quantify morbidity burden in
primary care settings

- Measures severity of disease in 4 dimensions (symptoms,
complications, prognosis with no treatment and treatment
potential). Severity scores (from 0 to 4) are attributed in
each dimension of each diagnosis and combined to obtain a
final score

- Demonstrates ability to obtain savings,
improve predictive capacity, stratify
population in a clear way and ease the
alignment of health interventions, thus
improving population health and patients'
experience
- Demonstrated in comparative studies in
Canada better performance in terms of
clinical relevance, predictive capacity and
adequate weighting of resources in
comparison to similar tools (ACG and HCC)
- It is the most common measure of
multimorbidity and has been used mainly in
demographic and healthcare outcomes'
analysis
- Although not frequently used, studies
have demonstrated correlations with age,
sex, utilization and quality of life

Vancouver
Community
Analytics Tool –
Complexity
Module (VCATCM)

Vancouver
Coastal Health
[Canada]

- Calculate and report
biopsychosocial complexity profiles
of patients with complex needs

- Conceptualizes 9 domains of complexity (attachment,
service density, social and environmental factors,
psychosocial factors, relationships, activities of daily living,
medical complexity, acute hospital utilization, risk of harm
to self or others) with different weights that when
combined form a composite complexity score ranging from
0 to 3 (higher scores indicate higher complexity)
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Origin

- Demonstrates flexibility to be adapted in
different circumstances
- Scores were perceived to accurately
reflect the distribution of complexity in the
context in which the tool was developed
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Annex 6: Results from statistical analysis
Summary results for the different specifications
Model Summaryj
Change Statistics
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

R Square
Change

F Change

df1

df2

Sig. F Change

1

.271a

.074

.074

51.553

.074 391493.311

2 9850540

.000

2

.276

b

.076

.076

51.487

.002

25313.164

1 9850539

.000

3

.287c

.082

.082

51.314

.006

66820.698

1 9850538

.000

4

.319d

.102

.102

50.763

.020 214995.736

1 9850537

.000

5

.345e

.119

.119

50.275

.017

96097.973

2 9850535

.000

6

.347

f

.120

.120

50.232

.001

5496.633

3 9850532

.000

7

.505g

.255

.255

46.246

.134

22142.000

80 9850452

.000

8

.509h

.259

.259

46.117

.004

6901.171

8 9850444

.000

DurbinWatson

9
.510i
.260
.260
46.085
.001
1058.100
13 9850431
.000
1.880
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade
b.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente
c.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família
d.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente
tem "insuficiência económica" válida na data definida
e.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente
tem "insuficiência económica" válida na data definida, A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo, A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez ativa
f.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente tem
"insuficiência económica" válida na data definida, A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo, A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez ativa,
UE, PLP, PT
g.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente
tem "insuficiência económica" válida na data definida, A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo, A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez
ativa, UE, PLP, PT, inc_hiv_sidaulcera, inc_cons_alcoolulcera, inc_asmahiv, inc_neopl_malignafumador, inc_asma, inc_neopl_malignaulcera,
inc_cons_alcoolhiv, inc_cons_alcooloat, inc_neopl_malignahiv, inc_diabfumador, Há evidência de que à data definida o utente se encontra
dependente de terceiros para a realização de atividades de vida diária, designadamente locomoção com autonomia., inc_hiv_sidaoat,
inc_neopl_malignaoat, inc_asmaulcera, inc_asmaconsalcool, inc_diabhiv, inc_fumadoroat, inc_neopl_malignaconsalcool, inc_diaboat,
inc_fumadorulcera, inc_ansfumador, inc_diabneopl_maligna, inc_fumadorconsalcool, inc_fumadorhiv, inc_ulcera_peleoat, inc_diabconsalcool,
inc_neopl_malignaasma, inc_dpocfumador, inc_diabulcera, inc_diabdpoc, inc_dpocoat, inc_htaans, inc_deprconsalcool, inc_anshiv,
inc_neopl_malignadepr, inc_htafumador, inc_htahiv, inc_deproat, inc_ansulcera, inc_diabdepr, inc_dpocdepr, O utente tem à data definida
"tabagismo" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do processo clínico, inc_htaconsalcool, inc_depr, inc_htaneopl_maligna, inc_diabhta,
inc_htaoat, inc_htaasma, O utente tem à data definida "Infecção VIH/SIDA" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do proces so clínico,
inc_htaulcera, inc_asmafumador, inc_hta, inc_dpocconsalcool, O utente tem à data definida algum tipo de neoplasia maligna, como problema ativo
na lista de problemas do processo clínico, d_complex, O utente tem à data definida "abuso crónico de álcool" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico, inc_deprfumador, O utente tem à data definida "osteoartrose" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico, inc_asmaans, inc_dpochiv, O utente tem à data definida "úlcera crónica de pele" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico , inc_consalcool, inc_diabetes, inc_neopl_malignadpoc, inc_deprhiv, inc_ans, inc_dpoculcera, inc_asmaoat, inc_diabasma,
inc_asmadpoc, inc_ansoat, inc_neopl_malignaans, inc_deprulcera, inc_diabans, inc_htadpoc, inc_htadepr, inc_deprans, inc_asmadepr, inc_dpocans,
inc_dpoc
h.
Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente
tem "insuficiência económica" válida na data definida, A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo, A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez
ativa, UE, PLP, PT, inc_hiv_sidaulcera, inc_cons_alcoolulcera, inc_asmahiv, inc_neopl_malignafumador, inc_asma, inc_neopl_malignaulcera,
inc_cons_alcoolhiv, inc_cons_alcooloat, inc_neopl_malignahiv, inc_diabfumador, Há evidência de que à data definida o utente se encontra
dependente de terceiros para a realização de atividades de vida diária, designadamente locomoção com autonomia., inc_hiv_sidaoat,
inc_neopl_malignaoat, inc_asmaulcera, inc_asmaconsalcool, inc_diabhiv, inc_fumadoroat, inc_neopl_malignaconsalcool, inc_diaboat,
inc_fumadorulcera, inc_ansfumador, inc_diabneopl_maligna, inc_fumadorconsalcool, inc_fumadorhiv, inc_ulcera_peleoat, inc_diabconsalcool,
inc_neopl_malignaasma, inc_dpocfumador, inc_diabulcera, inc_diabdpoc, inc_dpocoat, inc_htaans, inc_deprconsalcool, inc_anshiv,
inc_neopl_malignadepr, inc_htafumador, inc_htahiv, inc_deproat, inc_ansulcera, inc_diabdepr, inc_dpocdepr, O utente tem à data definida
"tabagismo" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do processo clínico, inc_htaconsalcool, inc_depr, inc_htaneopl_maligna, inc_diabhta,
inc_htaoat, inc_htaasma, O utente tem à data definida "Infecção VIH/SIDA" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do proces so clínico,
inc_htaulcera, inc_asmafumador, inc_hta, inc_dpocconsalcool, O utente tem à data definida algum tipo de neoplasia maligna, como problema ativo
na lista de problemas do processo clínico, d_complex, O utente tem à data definida "abuso crónico de álcool" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico, inc_deprfumador, O utente tem à data definida "osteoartrose" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico, inc_asmaans, inc_dpochiv, O utente tem à data definida "úlcera crónica de pele" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico , inc_consalcool, inc_diabetes, inc_neopl_malignadpoc, inc_deprhiv, inc_ans, inc_dpoculcera, inc_asmaoat, inc_diabasma,
inc_asmadpoc, inc_ansoat, inc_neopl_malignaans, inc_deprulcera, inc_diabans, inc_htadpoc, inc_htadepr, inc_deprans, inc_asmadepr, inc_dpocans,
inc_dpoc, USFA, Proporção de idosos, Rácio médicos por secretário clínico, Número de polos, Rácio utentes por médico, Rácio médicos por
enfermeiro, USFB, Proporção de diabetes
a.
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i.

Predictors: (Constant), Homem, Idade, Densidade populacional da freguesia de residência do utente, O utente tem médico de família, O utente tem
"insuficiência económica" válida na data definida, A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo, A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez ativa,
UE, PLP, PT, inc_hiv_sidaulcera, inc_cons_alcoolulcera, inc_asmahiv, inc_neopl_malignafumador, inc_asma, inc_neopl_malignaulcera,
inc_cons_alcoolhiv, inc_cons_alcooloat, inc_neopl_malignahiv, inc_diabfumador, Há evidência de que à data definida o utente se encontra
dependente de terceiros para a realização de atividades de vida diária, designadamente locomoção com autonomia., inc_hiv_sidaoat,
inc_neopl_malignaoat, inc_asmaulcera, inc_asmaconsalcool, inc_diabhiv, inc_fumadoroat, inc_neopl_malignaconsalcool, inc_diaboat,
inc_fumadorulcera, inc_ansfumador, inc_diabneopl_maligna, inc_fumadorconsalcool, inc_fumadorhiv, inc_ulcera_peleoat, inc_diabconsalcool,
inc_neopl_malignaasma, inc_dpocfumador, inc_diabulcera, inc_diabdpoc, inc_dpocoat, inc_htaans, inc_deprconsalcool, inc_anshiv,
inc_neopl_malignadepr, inc_htafumador, inc_htahiv, inc_deproat, inc_ansulcera, inc_diabdepr, inc_dpocdepr, O utente tem à data definida
"tabagismo" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do processo clínico, inc_htaconsalcool, inc_depr, inc_htaneopl_maligna, inc_diabhta,
inc_htaoat, inc_htaasma, O utente tem à data definida "Infecção VIH/SIDA" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do proces so clínico,
inc_htaulcera, inc_asmafumador, inc_hta, inc_dpocconsalcool, O utente tem à data definida algum tipo de neoplasia maligna, como problema ativo
na lista de problemas do processo clínico, d_complex, O utente tem à data definida "abuso crónico de álcool" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico, inc_deprfumador, O utente tem à data definida "osteoartrose" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico, inc_asmaans, inc_dpochiv, O utente tem à data definida "úlcera crónica de pele" como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico , inc_consalcool, inc_diabetes, inc_neopl_malignadpoc, inc_deprhiv, inc_ans, inc_dpoculcera, inc_asmaoat, inc_diabasma,
inc_asmadpoc, inc_ansoat, inc_neopl_malignaans, inc_deprulcera, inc_diabans, inc_htadpoc, inc_htadepr, inc_deprans, inc_asmadepr, inc_dpocans,
inc_dpoc, USFA, Proporção de idosos, Rácio médicos por secretário clínico, Número de polos, Rácio utentes por médico, Rácio médicos por
enfermeiro, USFB, Proporção de diabetes, Desempregados inscritos nos centros de emprego e de formação profissional no total da população
residente com 15 a 64 anos (%) do município do utente, Factor dinamismo relativo de poder de compra do município do utente, Enfermeiras/os por
1000 habitantes (N.º) do município do utente, Índice de dependência de jovens (N.º) do município do utente, Camas (lotação praticada) nos
hospitais por 1000 habitantes (N.º) do município do utente, Índice de dependência de idosos (N.º) do município do utente, Rendimento bruto
declarado deduzido do IRS liquidado por agregado fiscal (€) do município do utente, Taxa bruta de escolarização no ensino secundário (%) do
município do utente, Médicas/os por 1000 habitantes (N.º) do município do utente, Proporção da população residente com 15 e mais anos de idade
sem nenhum nível de escolaridade completo (%) do município do utente, Poder de compra per capita do município do utente, Proporção da
população residente com ensino superior completo (%) do município do utente, Índice de envelhecimento (N.º) do município do utente
j.
Dependent Variable: Tempo de duração das consultas médicas ocorridas nos 12 meses que antecedem a data de referência
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Model estimates considering all variables
Coefficientsa
Model
(Constant)
Idade
Homem
Densidade populacional da freguesia de
residência do utente
O utente tem médico de família
O utente tem "insuficiência económica" válida
na data definida
A utente tem à data definida uma gravidez
ativa
A utente tem à data definida puerpério ativo
PT
PLP
UE
inc_diabetes
inc_hta
O utente tem à data definida algum tipo de
neoplasia maligna, como problema ativo na
lista de problemas do processo clínico
inc_asma
inc_dpoc
inc_depr
inc_ans
O utente tem à data definida "tabagismo"
como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico
O utente tem à data definida "abuso crónico
de álcool" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico
O utente tem à data definida "Infecção
VIH/SIDA" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico
O utente tem à data definida "úlcera crónica
de pele" como problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo clínico
O utente tem à data definida "osteoartrose"
como problema ativo na lista de problemas do
processo clínico
Há evidência de que à data definida o utente
se encontra dependente de terceiros para a
realização de atividades de vida diária,
designadamente locomoção com autonomia.
inc_diabhta
inc_diabneopl_maligna
inc_diabasma
inc_diabdpoc
inc_diabdepr
inc_diabans
inc_diabfumador
inc_diabconsalcool
inc_diabhiv
inc_diabulcera
inc_diaboat
inc_htaneopl_maligna
inc_htaasma
inc_htadpoc
inc_htadepr
inc_htaans
inc_htafumador
inc_htaconsalcool
inc_htahiv
inc_htaulcera
inc_htaoat
inc_neopl_malignaasma

Unstandardized Coefficients
B
Std. Error
23.712
.454

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t
52.279

Sig.
.000

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF

-.180
-9.030
.000

.001
.031
.000

-.079
-.084
-.011

-203.560
-294.543
-27.859

.000
.000
.000

.499
.920
.529

2.005
1.087
1.890

6.969
11.564

.067
.035

.033
.095

103.460
330.263

.000
.000

.759
.901

1.317
1.110

81.991

.210

.107

389.988

.000

.992

1.008

157.757
-.626
-.526
-4.971
29.957
27.193
20.543

.498
.155
.187
.212
.126
.062
.146

.087
-.002
-.001
-.009
.164
.230
.076

316.937
-4.028
-2.808
-23.412
237.591
442.021
140.272

.000
.000
.005
.000
.000
.000
.000

.999
.246
.338
.483
.157
.277
.253

1.001
4.066
2.959
2.071
6.357
3.605
3.948

.581
21.407
11.294
10.265
3.140

.156
.314
.117
.121
.062

.003
.115
.092
.084
.019

3.728
68.118
96.130
84.936
50.471

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.100
.027
.081
.077
.544

10.002
37.684
12.299
12.905
1.840

7.831

.237

.018

33.009

.000

.244

4.106

4.153

.533

.003

7.794

.000

.385

2.594

18.538

.505

.024

36.728

.000

.174

5.750

25.141

.113

.136

222.273

.000

.201

4.968

71.697

.168

.119

427.342

.000

.964

1.038

-5.961
-.909
-.032
-2.094
-2.548
-2.738
2.016
-.262
-2.428
3.950
-1.468
-3.072
.292
-3.913
-5.996
-3.527
-.844
2.149
-4.998
1.850
-4.325
1.183

.131
.192
.390
.387
.268
.269
.188
.321
1.180
.464
.135
.165
.296
.299
.172
.172
.122
.261
.775
.546
.120
.507

-.030
-.002
.000
-.004
-.010
-.010
.003
.000
-.001
.003
-.004
-.009
.001
-.014
-.038
-.022
-.003
.004
-.002
.002
-.020
.002

-45.456
-4.729
-.082
-5.408
-9.493
-10.175
10.715
-.816
-2.058
8.505
-10.833
-18.615
.987
-13.080
-34.925
-20.527
-6.942
8.240
-6.448
3.390
-35.927
2.335

.000
.000
.935
.000
.000
.000
.000
.415
.040
.000
.000
.000
.324
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001
.000
.020

.175
.665
.112
.110
.074
.075
.731
.687
.813
.616
.564
.313
.066
.063
.063
.064
.569
.384
.607
.190
.243
.149

5.706
1.504
8.955
9.062
13.481
13.340
1.367
1.456
1.230
1.623
1.774
3.199
15.173
15.768
15.758
15.659
1.756
2.606
1.647
5.254
4.116
6.727
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Coefficientsa
Model
inc_neopl_malignadpoc
inc_neopl_malignadepr
inc_neopl_malignaans
inc_neopl_malignafumador
inc_neopl_malignaconsalcool
inc_neopl_malignahiv
inc_neopl_malignaulcera
inc_neopl_malignaoat
inc_asmadpoc
inc_asmadepr
inc_asmaans
inc_asmafumador
inc_asmaconsalcool
inc_asmahiv
inc_asmaulcera
inc_asmaoat
inc_dpocdepr
inc_dpocans
inc_dpocfumador
inc_dpocconsalcool
inc_dpochiv
inc_dpoculcera
inc_dpocoat
inc_deprans
inc_deprfumador
inc_deprconsalcool
inc_deprhiv
inc_deprulcera
inc_deproat
inc_ansfumador
inc_consalcool
inc_anshiv
inc_ansulcera
inc_ansoat
inc_fumadorconsalcool
inc_fumadorhiv
inc_fumadorulcera
inc_fumadoroat
inc_cons_alcoolhiv
inc_cons_alcoolulcera
inc_cons_alcooloat
inc_hiv_sidaulcera
inc_hiv_sidaoat
inc_ulcera_peleoat
d_complex
Número de polos
Rácio utentes por médico
Rácio médicos por enfermeiro
Rácio médicos por secretário clínico
USFA
USFB
Proporção de idosos
Proporção de diabetes
Poder de compra per capita do município do
utente
Factor dinamismo relativo de poder de compra
do município do utente
Rendimento bruto declarado deduzido do IRS
liquidado por agregado fiscal (€) do município
do utente
Taxa bruta de escolarização no ensino
secundário (%) do município do utente
Proporção da população residente com 15 e
mais anos de idade sem nenhum nível de
escolaridade completo (%) do município do
utente
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Unstandardized Coefficients
B
Std. Error
-2.782
.501
-1.674
.331
.309
.332
-1.321
.252
-.353
.490
-2.066
1.426
-4.518
.685
-7.402
.186
-.821
.293
2.849
.447
.248
.447
1.886
.300
8.605
.697
-1.773
2.422
3.000
1.349
4.484
.363
-5.910
.479
-4.091
.480
.281
.307
-3.974
.645
3.240
2.413
2.408
1.323
-.934
.363
4.746
.143
2.773
.185
2.760
.505
-3.343
1.356
1.994
1.026
.262
.224
4.172
.186
3.238
.506
4.476
1.373
-1.784
1.028
1.730
.224
-4.398
.252
-1.663
.724
4.999
.789
-1.355
.210
-5.219
1.678
.182
1.097
-4.365
.347
-.223
3.490
6.528
1.355
-9.065
.464
-1.606
.075
-.263
.006
-.001
.000
.172
.081
-.622
.035
3.728
.043
7.805
.043
-.148
.006
.378
.014
-.028
.001

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.004
-.004
.001
-.002
.000
.000
-.002
-.013
-.004
.010
.001
.004
.006
.000
.002
.010
-.020
-.014
.001
-.003
.001
.001
-.002
.038
.009
.004
-.002
.002
.001
.014
.004
.002
-.002
.007
-.007
-.001
.002
-.002
-.001
.000
-.004
.000
.001
-.007
-.012
-.014
-.009
.001
-.006
.031
.069
-.014
.012
-.018

t
-5.556
-5.051
.931
-5.253
-.721
-1.449
-6.597
-39.863
-2.800
6.379
.555
6.296
12.354
-.732
2.224
12.342
-12.331
-8.524
.915
-6.160
1.343
1.820
-2.573
33.109
14.989
5.462
-2.465
1.944
1.173
22.425
6.398
3.260
-1.735
7.727
-17.465
-2.296
6.335
-6.461
-3.110
.166
-12.577
-.064
4.816
-19.523
-21.407
-42.466
-25.354
2.134
-17.611
86.424
181.385
-24.380
26.338
-19.303

Sig.
.000
.000
.352
.000
.471
.147
.000
.000
.005
.000
.579
.000
.000
.464
.026
.000
.000
.000
.360
.000
.179
.069
.010
.000
.000
.000
.014
.052
.241
.000
.000
.001
.083
.000
.000
.022
.000
.000
.002
.868
.000
.949
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.033
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
.147
6.824
.101
9.928
.102
9.775
.811
1.234
.883
1.133
.931
1.074
.873
1.146
.678
1.475
.032
31.063
.031
32.028
.031
31.790
.243
4.116
.287
3.483
.196
5.099
.149
6.725
.125
7.982
.028
35.760
.028
35.547
.224
4.456
.272
3.672
.195
5.130
.147
6.808
.125
8.021
.058
17.110
.190
5.268
.158
6.311
.155
6.454
.094
10.655
.097
10.311
.192
5.216
.159
6.298
.160
6.269
.095
10.506
.098
10.187
.498
2.010
.630
1.587
.846
1.182
.826
1.211
.931
1.074
.913
1.095
.789
1.268
.980
1.021
.903
1.108
.644
1.554
.221
4.516
.666
1.502
.584
1.713
.578
1.729
.608
1.644
.593
1.685
.520
1.921
.235
4.247
.348
2.870
.090
11.060

-.324

.019

-.006

-17.135

.000

.611

1.637

.000

.000

.007

6.857

.000

.063

15.749

.002

.001

.002

2.771

.006

.180

5.549

.257

.009

.020

27.949

.000

.149

6.713
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Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Coefficients
B
Std. Error
-.109
.010

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.015

Collinearity Statistics
Model
t
Sig.
Tolerance
VIF
Proporção da população residente com ensino
-10.443
.000
.037
26.865
superior completo (%) do município do utente
Desempregados inscritos nos centros de
-.207
.010
-.007
-21.540
.000
.692
1.444
emprego e de formação profissional no total
da população residente com 15 a 64 anos (%)
do município do utente
Índice de dependência de jovens (N.º) do
-.009
.015
-.001
-.624
.532
.085
11.817
município do utente
Índice de envelhecimento (N.º) do município
.011
.001
.014
9.144
.000
.034
29.681
do utente
Índice de dependência de idosos (N.º) do
.007
.008
.001
.851
.395
.036
27.463
município do utente
Médicas/os por 1000 habitantes (N.º) do
.089
.006
.010
14.543
.000
.162
6.159
município do utente
Enfermeiras/os por 1000 habitantes (N.º) do
-.030
.003
-.006
-8.776
.000
.170
5.871
município do utente
Camas (lotação praticada) nos hospitais por
-.032
.007
-.002
-4.816
.000
.345
2.896
1000 habitantes (N.º) do município do utente
a.
Dependent Variable: Tempo de duração das consultas médicas ocorridas nos 12 meses que antecedem a data de referência
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Final Model estimates considering only the current specification
Coefficientsa
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

Collinearity
Statistics

Correlations
t

Sig.

Zeroorder

Partial

Part

Tolerance

VIF

.000
.000

.348
.323

-.007
.140

-.006
.122

.222
.279

4.497
3.581

427.593

.000

.174

.135

.117

.965

1.037

.097

339.918

.000

.195

.108

.093

.919

1.089

.107

390.052

.000

.099

.123

.107

.992

1.008

.000

-.146

-.093

-.081

.921

1.086

.000

.240

.075

.065

.158

6.335

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

21.712

.188

115.271

.000

d_complex
inc_hta
Há evidência de que à data
definida o utente se
encontra dependente de
terceiros para a realização
de atividades de vida diária,
designadamente locomoção
com autonomia.
O utente tem "insuficiência
económica" válida na data
definida
A utente tem à data definida
uma gravidez ativa

-1.618
27.227

.075
.061

-.013
.230

-21.604
443.768

71.755

.168

.119

11.794

.035

82.051

.210

Homem

-9.000

.031

-.084

inc_diabetes
A utente tem à data definida
puerpério ativo
O utente tem à data definida
"osteoartrose" como
problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo
clínico
inc_ans
inc_dpoc
USFB
O utente tem médico de
família
O utente tem à data definida
algum tipo de neoplasia
maligna, como problema
ativo na lista de problemas
do processo clínico

29.924

.126

.164

293.494
237.578

157.818

.498

.087

316.846

.000

.083

.100

.087

.999

1.001

25.235

.112

.136

224.697

.000

.240

.071

.062

.204

4.891

10.245
21.250
7.495

.119
.255
.042

.083
.114
.066

85.969
83.223
177.401

.000
.000
.000

.284
.146
.064

.027
.027
.056

.024
.023
.049

.080
.040
.541

12.532
24.841
1.849

7.153

.066

.033

107.580

.000

.093

.034

.030

.780

1.282

20.469

.146

.076

140.181

.000

.127

.045

.038

.255

3.919

-.180

.001

-.079

.000

.237

-.065

-.056

.500

2.001

-3.570
11.287
.755
3.380
2.705

.167
.115
.012
.043
.185

-.023
.092
.024
.028
.009

203.769
-21.321
97.852
61.303
79.527
14.656

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.274
.286
.076
.007
.093

-.007
.031
.020
.025
.005

-.006
.027
.017
.022
.004

.067
.084
.474
.612
.191

14.854
11.838
2.112
1.634
5.238

18.623

.485

.024

38.371

.000

.070

.012

.011

.188

5.310

.000

.000

-.025

-81.740

.000

-.056

-.026

-.022

.781

1.280

7.964

.235

.019

33.913

.000

.046

.011

.009

.249

4.017

-6.100
-5.989
-2.543

.351
.131
.268

-.021
-.030
-.010

-17.386
-45.663
-9.485

.000
.000
.000

.148
.236
.197

-.006
-.015
-.003

-.005
-.013
-.003

.052
.175
.074

19.141
5.699
13.431

3.052

.062

.018

49.075

.000

.017

.016

.013

.545

1.836

-7.411
-4.366
-.253

.186
.120
.006

-.013
-.020
-.014

-39.891
-36.246
-41.741

.000
.000
.000

.093
.236
-.014

-.013
-.012
-.013

-.011
-.010
-.011

.678
.243
.693

1.474
4.114
1.443

Idade
inc_htaans
inc_depr
Proporção de diabetes
USFA
inc_deprfumador
O utente tem à data definida
"úlcera crónica de pele"
como problema ativo na lista
de problemas do processo
clínico
Densidade populacional da
freguesia de residência do
utente
O utente tem à data definida
"abuso crónico de álcool"
como problema ativo na lista
de problemas do processo
clínico
inc_dpocdepr
inc_diabhta
inc_diabdepr
O utente tem à data definida
"tabagismo" como problema
ativo na lista de problemas
do processo clínico
inc_neopl_malignaoat
inc_htaoat
Número de polos
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Coefficientsa
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

Std. Error

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

Collinearity
Statistics

Correlations
t

Sig.

Zeroorder

Partial

Part

Rácio médicos por secretário
-1.233
.034
-.012
-35.908
.000
-.033
-.011
-.010
clínico
inc_htadpoc
-3.609
.124
-.013
-29.114
.000
.165
-.009
-.008
inc_htadepr
-5.966
.167
-.038
-35.807
.000
.275
-.011
-.010
inc_deprans
4.786
.143
.038
33.387
.000
.287
.011
.009
UE
-4.863
.149
-.009
-32.647
.000
-.044
-.010
-.009
inc_asmaoat
4.538
.350
.010
12.968
.000
.130
.004
.004
Rácio utentes por médico
-.001
.000
-.010
-28.002
.000
-.051
-.009
-.008
inc_consalcool
3.250
.506
.004
6.420
.000
.056
.002
.002
inc_htaneopl_maligna
-3.097
.165
-.009
-18.782
.000
.130
-.006
-.005
inc_ansfumador
4.166
.186
.014
22.434
.000
.093
.007
.006
inc_asmadepr
3.079
.250
.011
12.299
.000
.147
.004
.003
inc_ulcera_peleoat
-9.041
.464
-.007
-19.496
.000
.050
-.006
-.005
inc_fumadorconsalcool
-4.503
.251
-.007
-17.935
.000
.022
-.006
-.005
inc_ansoat
1.946
.109
.008
17.930
.000
.214
.006
.005
inc_asmaconsalcool
8.536
.692
.006
12.338
.000
.035
.004
.003
inc_dpocans
-3.886
.268
-.013
-14.476
.000
.147
-.005
-.004
inc_diabdpoc
-2.092
.162
-.004
-12.945
.000
.121
-.004
-.004
inc_cons_alcooloat
-4.333
.347
-.004
-12.489
.000
.039
-.004
-.003
inc_asmafumador
2.079
.167
.004
12.442
.000
.050
.004
.003
inc_diaboat
-1.489
.136
-.004
-10.983
.000
.166
-.003
-.003
Rácio médicos por
-.863
.079
-.004
-10.950
.000
.009
-.003
-.003
enfermeiro
inc_diabans
-2.754
.269
-.010
-10.243
.000
.196
-.003
-.003
inc_asmaulcera
5.303
.577
.003
9.185
.000
.042
.003
.003
inc_neopl_malignadepr
-1.395
.152
-.004
-9.191
.000
.119
-.003
-.003
inc_diabulcera
3.951
.465
.003
8.504
.000
.056
.003
.002
inc_diabfumador
2.007
.187
.003
10.754
.000
.068
.003
.003
inc_neopl_malignadpoc
-2.847
.499
-.004
-5.704
.000
.072
-.002
-.002
inc_fumadoroat
-1.434
.210
-.002
-6.837
.000
.052
-.002
-.002
inc_htafumador
-.901
.121
-.003
-7.438
.000
.083
-.002
-.002
inc_htaconsalcool
2.021
.249
.003
8.105
.000
.061
.003
.002
inc_neopl_malignaulcera
-4.479
.685
-.002
-6.540
.000
.028
-.002
-.002
inc_dpocconsalcool
-3.920
.637
-.003
-6.156
.000
.036
-.002
-.002
Proporção de idosos
-.026
.004
-.002
-6.148
.000
.024
-.002
-.002
O utente tem à data definida
"Infecção VIH/SIDA" como
problema ativo na lista de
3.747
.527
.003
7.114
.000
.005
.002
.002
problemas do processo
clínico
inc_htahiv
-4.920
.774
-.002
-6.360
.000
.011
-.002
-.002
inc_fumadorulcera
5.068
.775
.002
6.538
.000
.018
.002
.002
inc_neopl_malignafumador
-1.380
.249
-.002
-5.538
.000
.038
-.002
-.002
inc_deprconsalcool
2.767
.505
.004
5.474
.000
.056
.002
.002
inc_hiv_sidaoat
6.553
1.355
.001
4.835
.000
.009
.002
.001
inc_diabneopl_maligna
-.910
.192
-.002
-4.729
.000
.097
-.002
-.001
inc_asma
.521
.147
.003
3.551
.000
.131
.001
.001
inc_htaulcera
1.836
.542
.002
3.387
.001
.072
.001
.001
inc_cons_alcoolhiv
-5.252
1.678
-.001
-3.129
.002
.003
-.001
-.001
inc_dpocoat
-.935
.352
-.002
-2.654
.008
.131
-.001
-.001
inc_asmadpoc
-.661
.262
-.003
-2.519
.012
.140
-.001
-.001
inc_neopl_malignaasma
1.258
.505
.002
2.493
.013
.071
.001
.001
inc_fumadorhiv
-1.669
.723
-.001
-2.308
.021
.005
-.001
-.001
inc_anshiv
4.510
1.373
.002
3.285
.001
.013
.001
.001
inc_deprhiv
-3.440
1.356
-.002
-2.536
.011
.013
-.001
-.001
inc_diabhiv
-2.369
1.180
-.001
-2.007
.045
.009
-.001
-.001
a.
Dependent Variable: Tempo de duração das consultas médicas ocorridas nos 12 meses que antecedem a data de referência

Tolerance

VIF

.644

1.552

.370
.067
.059
.982
.135
.616
.159
.314
.193
.099
.646
.501
.419
.291
.090
.635
.791
.782
.564

2.705
14.821
17.091
1.018
7.393
1.623
6.293
3.190
5.191
10.054
1.547
1.995
2.388
3.432
11.102
1.576
1.265
1.278
1.774

.604

1.656

.075
.813
.481
.616
.745
.148
.827
.575
.420
.874
.280
.495

13.295
1.230
2.080
1.622
1.342
6.775
1.209
1.738
2.379
1.145
3.572
2.021

.395

2.531

.611
.878
.828
.159
.904
.665
.113
.193
.932
.133
.040
.150
.633
.160
.155
.814

1.638
1.139
1.208
6.306
1.106
1.503
8.830
5.174
1.073
7.532
24.844
6.665
1.579
6.258
6.448
1.229
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Final Model estimates considering potential new variables
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
(Constant)

B

Std. Error

Standardized
Coefficients

Collinearity
Statistics

Correlations
t

Sig.

Beta

Zeroorder

Partial

Part

Tolerance

VIF

2.294

.016

141.907

.000

inc_hta
inc_ans
O utente tem "insuficiência
económica" válida na data
definida
Homem

1.325
.540
.397

.002
.004
.001

.315 603.325
.124 125.650
.092 317.745

.000
.000
.000

.338
.273
.201

.189
.040
.101

.166
.035
.087

.277
.078
.901

3.604
12.794
1.109

-.398

.001

.000

-.155

-.115

-.100

.920

1.086

Índice de dependência de
jovens (N.º) do município do
utente
O utente tem à data definida
"osteoartrose" como
problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo
clínico
inc_htaans
inc_diabetes
USFB
inc_dpoc
A utente tem à data definida
uma gravidez ativa
O utente tem médico de
família
O utente tem à data definida
algum tipo de neoplasia
maligna, como problema
ativo na lista de problemas
do processo clínico
Há evidência de que à data
definida o utente se encontra
dependente de terceiros para
a realização de atividades de
vida diária, designadamente
locomoção com autonomia.
Idade

-.021

.001

363.175
-.037 -39.449

.000

-.146

-.013

-.011

.085

11.778

1.158

.004

.176 286.877

.000

.228

.091

.079

.201

4.965

-.275
1.201
.313
.811
1.978

.006
.005
.002
.010
.008

-.049 -44.829
.185 266.856
.078 203.902
.122
78.523
.073 263.498

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.244
.219
.078
.128
.065

-.014
.085
.065
.025
.084

-.012
.073
.056
.022
.072

.064
.157
.521
.031
.992

15.601
6.354
1.921
31.940
1.008

.366

.002

.048 152.303

.000

.124

.048

.042

.760

1.316

.903

.005

.094 172.914

.000

.123

.055

.048

.254

3.941

1.102

.006

.052 184.034

.000

.103

.059

.051

.964

1.037

-.006

.000

.000

.245

-.064

-.055

.499

2.005

-.214
.246

.011
.002

200.108
-.022 -20.260
.041 111.356

.000
.000

.134
.030

-.006
.035

-.006
.031

.065
.548

15.476
1.825

2.673

.018

.041 150.370

.000

.038

.048

.041

.999

1.001

.488
-.421
-.443
.134
-.195
-.157
-.301
.004

.004
.004
.005
.002
.010
.010
.008
.000

.112 117.003
-.055 -98.042
-.062 -94.631
.031
87.160
-.019 -20.377
-.017 -16.413
-.016 -39.707
.014
10.524

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.272
.214
.211
.003
.113
.157
-.067
-.107

.037
-.031
-.030
.028
-.006
-.005
-.013
.003

.032
-.027
-.026
.024
-.006
-.005
-.011
.003

.082
.243
.175
.594
.089
.074
.483
.040

12.160
4.115
5.705
1.685
11.188
13.465
2.071
24.898

.031
-.352
.406

.001
.006
.008

.028
-.063
.027

60.662
-57.483
48.143

.000
.000
.000

.115
.244
.048

.019
-.018
.015

.017
-.016
.013

.349
.064
.245

2.866
15.692
4.077

-.330
-.208

.007
.005

-.017
-.016

-49.752
-42.991

.000
.000

.080
.135

-.016
-.014

-.014
-.012

.678
.564

1.475
1.774

inc_htadpoc
O utente tem à data definida
"tabagismo" como problema
ativo na lista de problemas
do processo clínico
A utente tem à data definida
puerpério ativo
inc_depr
inc_htaoat
inc_diabhta
USFA
inc_dpocdepr
inc_diabdepr
UE
Proporção da população
residente com ensino
superior completo (%) do
município do utente
Proporção de diabetes
inc_htadepr
O utente tem à data definida
"abuso crónico de álcool"
como problema ativo na lista
de problemas do processo
clínico
inc_neopl_malignaoat
inc_diaboat
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-.104

-.078
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PT
inc_htaneopl_maligna
d_complex
O utente tem à data definida
"úlcera crónica de pele"
como problema ativo na lista
de problemas do processo
clínico
inc_deproat
Densidade populacional da
freguesia de residência do
utente
Factor dinamismo relativo de
poder de compra do
município do utente
Rendimento bruto declarado
deduzido do IRS liquidado
por agregado fiscal (€) do
município do utente
inc_neopl_malignadepr
inc_diabdpoc
Número de polos
inc_fumadorconsalcool
inc_ansfumador
inc_fumadoroat
inc_dpocans
inc_asma
inc_ulcera_peleoat
inc_neopl_malignafumador
inc_dpocfumador
Proporção da população
residente com 15 e mais
anos de idade sem nenhum
nível de escolaridade
completo (%) do município do
utente
Proporção de idosos
Poder de compra per capita
do município do utente
inc_diabneopl_maligna
inc_diabans
inc_htaasma
inc_htafumador
inc_cons_alcooloat
Desempregados inscritos nos
centros de emprego e de
formação profissional no
total da população residente
com 15 a 64 anos (%) do
município do utente
Rácio médicos por secretário
clínico
Rácio utentes por médico
inc_deprans
inc_htaulcera
Médicas/os por 1000
habitantes (N.º) do município
do utente
inc_neopl_malignadpoc
inc_consalcool
inc_asmadpoc
inc_diabfumador
inc_asmaconsalcool
inc_dpocconsalcool
PLP
inc_neopl_malignaulcera
inc_dpocoat
Taxa bruta de escolarização
no ensino secundário (%) do
município do utente
inc_htahiv

.182
-.237
-.161
.714

.006
.006
.003
.017

.018
-.020
-.035
.026

32.725
-40.249
-60.333
41.279

.000
.000
.000
.000

.106
.120
.323
.050

.010
-.013
-.019
.013

.009
-.011
-.017
.011

.246
.313
.222
.189

4.066
3.199
4.508
5.292

-.093
-7.840E-6

.008
.000

-.010
-.012

-11.674
-31.305

.000
.000

.182
-.087

-.004
-.010

-.003
-.009

.097
.551

10.303
1.815

-.030

.001

-.015

-44.061

.000

-.065

-.014

-.012

.619

1.617

-2.694E-5

.000

-.036

-32.981

.000

-.113

-.011

-.009

.065

15.418

-.136
-.139
-.008
-.267
.099
-.182
-.219
.176
-.351
-.186
.111
.009

.012
.014
.000
.009
.007
.007
.013
.005
.017
.009
.006
.000

-.010
-.008
-.012
-.012
.009
-.007
-.021
.028
-.007
-.006
.006
.020

-11.462
-10.099
-34.182
-29.736
14.934
-24.311
-17.323
33.166
-21.259
-20.703
18.199
27.669

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.102
.090
-.003
.022
.090
.047
.113
.115
.035
.034
.055
.089

-.004
-.003
-.011
-.009
.005
-.008
-.006
.011
-.007
-.007
.006
.009

-.003
-.003
-.009
-.008
.004
-.007
-.005
.009
-.006
-.006
.005
.008

.101
.111
.667
.498
.194
.826
.052
.110
.648
.813
.722
.152

9.926
9.038
1.499
2.009
5.165
1.210
19.415
9.099
1.543
1.230
1.385
6.588

-.005
-.001

.000
.000

-.012
-.010

-21.357
-11.317

.000
.000

.035
-.107

-.007
-.004

-.006
-.003

.236
.100

4.240
9.965

-.124
-.183
-.119
-.086
-.216
-.006

.007
.010
.010
.004
.012
.000

-.006
-.019
-.012
-.007
-.005
-.006

-18.131
-19.021
-11.336
-19.731
-17.468
-17.317

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.080
.156
.132
.088
.035
.018

-.006
-.006
-.004
-.006
-.006
-.006

-.005
-.005
-.003
-.005
-.005
-.005

.665
.075
.067
.570
.789
.729

1.504
13.324
14.845
1.753
1.267
1.372

-.024

.001

-.007

-19.081

.000

-.051

-.006

-.005

.610

1.639

-1.475E-5
.073
-.206
.003

.000
.005
.019
.000

-.005
.016
-.007
.009

-12.680
14.277
-10.730
14.606

.000
.000
.000
.000

-.067
.271
.051
-.055

-.004
.005
-.003
.005

-.003
.004
-.003
.004

.584
.058
.197
.194

1.711
17.104
5.086
5.153

-.088
.078
-.111
.063
.289
-.189
.054
-.190
-.103
-8.449E-5

.008
.009
.010
.007
.025
.023
.007
.024
.013
.000

-.004
.003
-.016
.003
.006
-.004
.004
-.002
-.006
-.003

-11.202
8.623
-11.083
9.343
11.752
-8.263
8.109
-7.781
-8.013
-5.684

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.058
.048
.121
.064
.030
.031
-.062
.019
.101
-.050

-.004
.003
-.004
.003
.004
-.003
.003
-.002
-.003
-.002

-.003
.002
-.003
.003
.003
-.002
.002
-.002
-.002
-.002

.767
.633
.035
.733
.294
.277
.338
.873
.126
.316

1.304
1.581
28.685
1.365
3.407
3.607
2.958
1.145
7.949
3.165

-.283

.026

-.004

-10.863

.000

.009

-.003

-.003

.686

1.458
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O utente tem à data definida
.197
.017
.005
11.500
.000
.003
.004
.003
.478
"Infecção VIH/SIDA" como
problema ativo na lista de
problemas do processo
clínico
inc_fumadorhiv
-.150
.026
-.002
-5.878
.000
.003
-.002
-.002
.646
inc_deprulcera
-.097
.015
-.002
-6.291
.000
.040
-.002
-.002
.532
inc_ansoat
-.051
.008
-.006
-6.369
.000
.182
-.002
-.002
.098
inc_deprfumador
.039
.007
.004
5.971
.000
.089
.002
.002
.193
Rácio médicos por
.017
.003
.002
5.768
.000
.004
.002
.002
.582
enfermeiro
Índice de dependência de
-.002
.000
-.011
-7.801
.000
-.012
-.002
-.002
.036
idosos (N.º) do município do
utente
Índice de envelhecimento
.000
.000
.009
6.325
.000
.061
.002
.002
.034
(N.º) do município do utente
inc_diabulcera
-.077
.017
-.002
-4.653
.000
.037
-.001
-.001
.616
inc_asmaoat
.066
.013
.004
5.123
.000
.101
.002
.001
.127
inc_cons_alcoolulcera
-.174
.039
-.001
-4.509
.000
.010
-.001
-.001
.943
inc_neopl_malignaconsalcool
-.073
.017
-.001
-4.157
.000
.023
-.001
-.001
.883
inc_htaconsalcool
.041
.009
.002
4.359
.000
.062
.001
.001
.384
inc_diabasma
-.052
.014
-.003
-3.715
.000
.089
-.001
-.001
.112
inc_neopl_malignaans
-.043
.012
-.003
-3.653
.000
.102
-.001
-.001
.102
inc_asmaans
-.029
.009
-.003
-3.230
.001
.113
-.001
-.001
.096
inc_cons_alcoolhiv
-.190
.060
-.001
-3.167
.002
.002
-.001
-.001
.934
inc_neopl_malignahiv
-.158
.051
-.001
-3.106
.002
.004
-.001
-.001
.934
inc_diabconsalcool
-.027
.011
-.001
-2.386
.017
.046
-.001
-.001
.687
a.
Dependent Variable: Logaritmo do tempo de duração das consultas médicas ocorridas nos 12 meses que antecedem a data de referência
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2.093

1.547
1.881
10.178
5.191
1.718
27.417

29.678
1.622
7.901
1.061
1.132
2.606
8.931
9.773
10.401
1.071
1.071
1.456

Complexity Index Report

Annex 7: Additional Support Maps
Map 5. Health Units by Regional Administration

Map 6. Health Units by Type
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